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STATEMENT  

BY THE CHAIRMAN  

OF ABSOLUT BANK’S

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

DEAR PARTNERS AND CUSTOMERS!

The year 2016 became a time of recovery from 
the crisis for the banking sector, just as for the 
Russian economy in general, overcoming negative 
macroeconomic trends and search of new business 
development opportunities.

Absolut Bank has managed to promptly adjust to 
the new economic environment. Moreover, despite 
the persisting negative factors, the Bank has 
strengthened its positions in all key business areas. 
Based on the results of 2016, Absolut Bank ranks 
among the TOP-10 of leading mortgage banks 
of the country. Besides, the growth of disbursed 
housing loans is substantially above the market 
average: 43% versus 27%.

Absolut Bank is also successfully dealing with 
the set tasks in corporate business. The Bank 
surpassed more than twice the obligations for 
increasing the amount of crediting top-priority 
areas within the program of the Government of 
the Russian Federation for capitalization support 
of the banking sector. The loan portfolio under the 
agreement with the Deposit Insurance Agency grew 
by 35% YoY, while the target was 17%.

Absolut Private Bank, being one of the three 
top priority business areas, continues regional 
expansion aimed to broaden capabilities for 
servicing customers in all key regions of the Bank’s 
operations, as well as to acquire new customers.

Reliable shareholders are undoubtedly an 
advantage of Absolut Bank. Last year, the 

Bank’s equity was increased by 5 billion rubles. 
Another increase is scheduled for 2017, which 
will provide additional capabilities to the Bank 
for implementation of the approved business 
development plans, including for building up 
volumes of lending in the corporate and retail 
business segments.

It should be noted that Absolut Bank simultaneously 
performs another challenging and responsible task: 
financial rehabilitation of Baltinvestbank. During the 
past year, Absolut Bank successfully accomplished 
a complex of measures intended to resume 
normal operations of the bank under recovery and 
launched the processes for unification of the IT 
platforms, product ranges and technologies.

The selected development model of Absolut Bank 
has many times proved its efficiency. We firmly 
believe that it will also be successfully integrated in 
Baltinvestbank, and in the mid-term we will achieve 
a synergistic effect from the work of Absolut Bank 
and Baltinvestbank within the single Bank Group.

 
 
 

YURY NOVOZHILOV,
Chairman of Absolut Bank’s

Board of Directors
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STATEMENT  

BY THE CHAIRMAN  

OF ABSOLUT BANK’S

MANAGEMENT BOARD

DEAR PARTNERS AND CUSTOMERS!

We are introducing the first consolidated annual 
statements under the IFRS of our Banking Group 
that since 2016 also includes Baltinvestbank.

I should remind that in 2016 Absolut Bank 
became Baltinvestbank’s investor, which is a 
milestone event in the Bank’s history. We have 
not only broadened our footprint, but also 
increased the customer base. Our positions 
have strengthened, which is proved by key 
financial results: by year-end, the Group’s equity 
increased by 11% up to 27.1 billion rubles, 
net assets reached 301 billion rubles, and 
marginality grew up to 3.2%.

The Bank strictly observed the earlier approved 
development strategy in all three top-priority 
areas – retail business, corporate business, and 
private banking. We followed the conservative 
risk model and scenario of non-aggressive 
growth in corporate crediting with due regard 
for market conditions. Alongside with that, by 
the end of the year, the Bank Group became a 
leader in the financial sector by the quality of its 
loan portfolio.

In 2016, the Bank continued active development 
of its mortgage business, which enabled Absolut 
Bank to maintain its positions in the TOP-10 
of leading mortgage banks and to increase its 
portfolio by 16% up to 65 billion rubles.

As to private banking, we focused on improving 
the service quality in all regions of operations, 

which helped to preserve our customer base. 
Absolut Bank’s stable performance is confirmed by 
international and Russian ratings of the Bank.

In 2016, we accomplished the work for provisioning 
for non-performing loans, which became the main 
driver of the Bank’s financial result in the past year. 
By the end of 2017, we plan to reach profitability of 
Absolut Bank’s operations and continue the synergy 
within the Bank Group.

In the near future, our development will be focused 
on technological business modification, which will 
boost overall performance of the Bank Group and 
improve the cost to income ratio.

I thank all customers and partners for the trust in 
Absolut Bank and beneficial cooperation.

ANDREY DEGTYAREV,
Chairman of Absolut Bank’s

Management Board
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1 BANK TODAY

By year-end 2016,  

the Bank Group’s total capital  

adequacy ratio equaled 15.0%
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KEY  
INDICATORS
KEY 2016 RESULTS OF THE GROUP  

UNDER IFRS

  
Net assets

RUB BN

+3.3%

27.1
RUB BN

+11.5%

Equity

184,4 
Customer
accounts

RUB BN

+7.1%

Number of offices  
of the regional network

+67.4% 

Total capital adequacy 
ratio 

15% 

Number of corporate 
customers

+13.5% 

Number of retail  
customers 

+72.3%

301.0
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56.2 65
RUB BN RUB BN

16%
Mortgage loan 
portfolio

2015 2016

2.5% 3.2%Marginality  
of the Bank Group 2015 2016
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BANK’S  
HISTORY

1993

2014

APRIL 22, 

The Central Bank of the Russian Federation registered  
a new financial and credit institution – Absolut Bank –  

under registration number 2306.

1997
Absolut Bank started attracting retail deposits and 

conducting bank transactions in rubles and foreign 
currency. The Bank becomes a professional securities 

market participant.

2002
The Fitch international agency assigned the first 

international rating to the Bank.

2005
The International Finance Corporation (IFC) became one of 

Absolut Bank’s shareholders.

Absolut Bank’s headquarters moved to its own building on 
Tsvetnoy Boulevard.

The merger of Absolut Bank and KIT Finance Investment 
Bank completed.

The Bank opened its first premium office for affluent 
customers in Moscow under the new brand – Absolut 

Private Bank.

Absolut Bank raised a syndicated loan for USD 90 m.

Absolut Bank was included into the list of banks for 
investing strategic state corporations’ funds.

2007
Absolut Bank became a member of a large European 
financial group – КВС Group. The Bank’s equity was 

increased by EUR 267 m through issuing 50 million of  
ordinary shares.

2012
The Bank received the award of the Association of Russian 

Banks in nomination “High Customer Service Quality”.

For a high quality of international settlements, the Bank was 
granted the STP Awards 2011.

1995

2015

Absolut Bank received an internal license of the Bank of 
Russia for performing foreign currency transactions.

2006
The debut issue of Eurobonds for USD 200 m was 
placed. A two-year bond loan for RUB 1 bn was placed in 
the internal market.

2009
Absolut Bank and the Agency for Housing Mortgage 
Lending signed the agreement on issuing mortgage-
backed securities with the surety of the Agency for 
Housing Mortgage Lending.

2013
Acquisition of Absolut Bank by structures of NPF 
Blagosostoyanie – a major non-governmental pension fund 
of Russia – was announced.

The Bank was included into the governmental list of banks 
for opening accounts on state contracts.

Absolut Bank successfully placed two issues of mortgage-
backed securities for a total amount of RUB 16.5 bn. 

Absolut Bank became a participant of the governmental 
program for mortgage loan subsidy.

The Bank received federal loan bonds for RUB 6 bn 
from the Deposit Insurance Agency under the state 
capitalization support program.

Absolut Bank increased its equity by RUB 3 bn through 
placing uncertified registered ordinary shares within an 
additional issue.

2000
Absolut Bank became a participant of the VISA world 
payment system.

2004
Absolut Bank became a participant of the state household 
deposit insurance system.

The Bank raised a syndicated loan from foreign banks in 
the amount of USD 10 m.

Bank Today
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Absolut Bank increased its authorized capital by RUB 1.211 bn through placing 
uncertified registered ordinary shares.

The increase made 40%: from RUB 2.975 bn to RUB 4.186 bn. 
 

Absolut Bank settled the transaction on securitization of its mortgage portfolio.

Documentary non-convertible interest-bearing mortgage-backed bonds in bearer form were placed by 
public offering at the Moscow Exchange. The issue amounted to RUB 4.964 bn.

The Bank continued to participate in the governmental program for mortgage loan 
subsidy.

The Bank entered the Top-10 by the amount of granted mortgage loans. 
 
 
 

The Bank started the procedure for Baltinvestbank financial rehabilitation, within which 
it performed a series of measures aimed to analyze the assets and business processes 
of the bank under recovery and to increase performance of its divisions.

 
 

Absolut Bank received the National Bank Award in nomination “Bank of people’s trust”.
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2016 RATINGS

MOODY’S 26.04.2016
Long-term deposit rating – B1
Short -term deposit rating – Not Prime                        
Financial stability rating – E+

 MOODY’S INVESTORS 
SERVICE CONFIRMED ABSOLUT 
BANK’S LONG-TERM RATING

The international rating agency confirmed Absolut Bank’s 
rating having noted that it expects preservation of stability 
of its indicators despite the anticipated deterioration in the 
macroeconomic situation.

Earlier, the agency confirmed Russia’s sovereign rating at 
the Ba1 level, which significantly influenced the agency’s 
approach to determining the ratings of financial institutions 
operating in the country.

FITCH RATINGS 21.10.2016
Long-term IDR – B+
Short-term IDR – B
Support rating – 5
Individual rating of the Bank – B+

 FITCH RATINGS CONFIRMED 
ABSOLUT BANK’S RATING

The agency’s analysts noted that Absolut Bank’s 
creditworthiness was positively influenced by the readiness 
of its majority shareholder – NPF Blagosostoyanie – 
to provide support to the Bank and assistance in its 
development. The fund already supported the Bank in the 
past having granted a considerable amount of funding and 
increased its equity. Besides, positive factors emphasized 
by the rating agency include Absolut Bank’s substantial 
participation in servicing the companies associated with 
NPF Blagosostoyanie and Russian Railways.

A good capital adequacy ratio is also noted. Fixed capital 
increased from 9.4% to 11.3% after the contribution of RUB 
5 bn made by NPF Blagosostoyanie into the Bank’s equity 
in September 2016. By the end of 9 months of 2016, core 
capital equaled 7.9%, which is considerably higher than the 
minimum required by the regulator.

Bank Today
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RAEX 30.01.2017
Credit rating of the Bank – A+ (III)

 RAEX RATING AGENCY 
CONFIRMED ABSOLUT BANK’S 
RATING AT A+ LEVEL “VERY HIGH 
CREDIT RATING”

The agency’s analysts noted that the Bank’s position in 
the rating stems from a high level of loan portfolio security, 
strong competitive positions in the housing mortgage lending 
market, as well as the Bank’s financial support from its owner 
in the form of capital increase through additional stock 
issue. Thus, Absolut Bank’s Board of Directors approved an 
increase of the Bank’s equity by RUB 5 bn, which includes 
growth of the authorized capital by RUB 1.23 bn, through 
placing additional uncertified registered ordinary shares.

On April 28, 2017 based on the new methodology and the 
new rating scale, the RAEX rating agency assigned the 
ruBBB rating to the Bank with a stable forecast.

Absolut Bank’s high 

reliability level was confirmed by 

major international and Russian 

rating agencies.
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JANUARY
Absolut Maximum+ deposit among TOP-15 ruble deposits

According to the Banki.ru portal, Absolut Bank’s deposit 
“Absolut Maximum+” entered the TOP-15 best offerings 
from 50 largest Russian banks.

The Absolut Times corporate journal received the Grand 
Prix of the Silver Threads contest

Absolut Bank’s corporate journal “Absolut Times” received 
the Grand Prix in the “B2P/non-industrial” nomination, as 
well as the prize in nomination “Best corporate journal in 
finance”.

FEBRUARY

Absolut Bank became 

the winner in nomination 

“Mortgage loan of the year”  

of the Bank of the Year Award

Absolut Bank improved its results in the bank rating by 
the household deposit amount

According to the RIA Rating agency, Absolut Bank took the 
38th place in the rating of Russian banks by the household 
deposit amount. In 2015, deposits in Absolut Bank increased 
by 47.3%. 

MARCH

According to the 

Frank Research Group, Absolut 

Private Bank entered the TOP-10 

best banks in the Russian private 

banking market

Absolut Bank took the 8th place in the rating of most 
dynamic banks of federal importance prepared by the 
Expert journal

The study represented Federal banks from the TOP-100 
operating in more than 10 Russian regions. Analytics 
compared growth ratios of the banks’ loan portfolios, 
excluding currency revaluation and assets, based on data of 
the Central Bank of the Russian Federation.

APRIL
Absolut Bank became a winner of the ceremony “Best 
Real Estate Agents in Russia”

Absolut Bank was awarded certificate “For creation of best 
cooperation conditions for real estate agents in 2015”.

MAY
Absolut Bank took the 1st place in the rating of federal 
banks providing instant services 

According to the results of the study carried out by the 
Sravni.ru portal among the TOP-50 banks, average queuing 
time in Absolut Bank approximates three minutes.

2016 AWARDS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

Bank Today
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JUNE 
Absolut Bank entered the TOP-5 by equity growth among 
largest federal banks

According to the Banki.ru portal, its equity increased in May 
2016 by 20.7% in absolute terms.

AUGUST
According to the Banki.ru portal, Absolut Bank’s 
mortgage program “Standard” entered the TOP-10 
offerings in the existing housing market from major 
banks of Moscow

SEPTEMBER
Absolut Bank’s mortgage program “New Housing 
Market” took the second place in the Banki.ru portal’s 
rating of loans for purchasing apartments in new 
buildings of Moscow

OCTOBER
Absolut Bank took the 11th place in the rating of leading 
retail banks by the customer service quality

The study was performed by experts of banking information 
and analytical portal SOTNIBANKOV.RU. 

In the first half of 2016, Absolut Bank entered the TOP-3 
by mortgage lending growth rate

The study was carried out by experts of the Mortgage 
Lending and Securitization Center of the Rusipoteka 
portal. Over the first six months, loans disbursed by the 
Bank exceeded the amount of the first half of 2015 almost 
2.5 times.

Absolut Bank was among the three winners of VII Russian 
housing award RREF AWARDS in nomination “Affordable 
loan”

According to the RAEX rating agency, Absolut Bank 
became a leader by mortgage lending growth rate

NOVEMBER 
Absolut Bank took the 1st place in the rating of state 
subsidized mortgage loans according to the Banki.ru 
portal

According to Banki.ru, Absolut Bank’s program “New 
Housing Market with State Support” became the leader in the 
rating of best housing loans in the new building market from 
leading banks of Moscow. 

DECEMBER

Absolut Bank received 

the Financial Olympus Award in 

nomination “Reliable mortgage 

bank” 

Absolut Bank received the National Bank Award in 
nomination “Bank of people’s trust”

The annual award is held under the auspices of the 
Association of Russian Banks.

Absolut Private Bank became the winner of SPEAR’S 
Russia Wealth Management Awards 2016

The National Association of Contact Centers declared 
Absolut Bank as one of the best banks by the quality of 
telephone servicing through the call center

Absolut Bank received the Financial Olympus Award in 
nomination “Reliable mortgage bank”

Absolut Bank was awarded for active growth in mortgage 
lending: namely, for an increase in the amount of disbursed 
mortgage loans above average market values with keeping a 
high quality of the portfolio.
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ECONOMY OF THE RUSSIAN  
FEDERATION AND BANKING SECTOR 
IN 2016

In 2016, the economy of the Russian Federation (hereafter – Russia) started 

coming out of the recession

Recovery of production activity can be observed across a broad range  

of industries.

The exchange rate of ruble to foreign currencies considerably improved: 

 it increased by 17% to US dollar and by 20% to euro.

The Bank of Russia decreased the key interest rate from 11% to 10%.

ECONOMY OF RUSSIA IN 2016

The Russian economy that had been in crisis beginning from 2014 started 
gradually recovering and demonstrating a stable growth of key indicators. Thus, 
according to the Russian Federal State Statistics Service, GDP reduced by 0.2% 
in 2016 versus 2.8% decline in 2015.

Main positive factors:

• gradual recovery of production activity;

• reduction in fixed capital investment;

• broad-scale restoration of inventories;

• higher price of a Brent oil barrel in the second half of the year.

 
Main negative factors:

• decline in final consumption expenses (primarily, of the population) caused by 
decrease in citizens’ real income;

• weak turnovers of retail trade and paid services to the population.

Economy of the Russian Federation and Banking Sector in 2016
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In 2016, corporate customers’ debt decreased (mainly owing to foreign currency 

revaluation), while retail crediting increased.

Individuals’ deposits account for the major portion in the structure of funds raised by 

banks.

Overall profit of the banking sector increased by 383.9%. Return on equity and assets 

also improved.

In 2016, net capital outflow from the Russian Federation reduced 3.7 times over the 
year to USD 15.4 bn versus USD 57.5 bn in 2015. 

Main reasons of the decline that happened were reduction of foreign debt 
repayments by banking sector and remaining limitations for raising funding 
abroad, as well as continuation of foreign debt refinancing by the corporate 
sector.

Quarterly GDP trend in 2016  
in % against the same period in 2015
(in fixed prices)

GDP trend, % 

Consumer price index, %

Average annual crude oil price, RUB

GDP and CPI trend 
%

–1.2

–0.6
–0.4

1.0
99.5

0.7 –2.8 –0.2

53.6
45

I quarter

II quarter
III quarter

IV quarter

2014 2015 2016

11.4

12.9

5.4
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Surplus of the current account of Russia’s 
balance of payments reduced in 2016 more 
than threefold – from USD 69.6 bn in 2015 down 
to USD 22.2 bn in 2016. That drop was due to 
reduction in surplus of the trade balance (down to 
USD 87.8 bn versus USD 148 bn in 2015). While 
non-trade balance deficit, by contrast, prevented 
further reduction in the current account: over the 
reporting period, it decreased from minus USD 
79.5 bn to minus USD 65.5 bn.

In 2016, average Brent oil price declined by 16% 
as compared to 2015. To change the trend, in 
December 2016 the OPEC countries and most 
of the states outside the cartel agreed upon 
overall reduction of crude oil production by 1.55 
million barrels per year versus October 2016. 
That decision resulted in a considerable rise of 
average Brent oil price per barrel: in December 
2016, its price increased by 21.9% against the 
2016 average annual value. That growth also 
became a key reason for ruble strengthening 

against world currencies (against US dollar – by 
17%, and against euro – by 20%).

By year-end 2016, the consumer price index 
made 5.4%, which is 7.5 p.p. lower YoY. 

Key factors that contributed to such a significant 
inflation decrease were: an unprecedented decline 
in consumer demand, ruble strengthening, growth 
of supply in certain commodity markets and low 
indexation of prices and tariffs for products of 
companies working in the infrastructure sector. 
Interestingly, last year the influence of increased 
prices for non-food goods and services on 
inflation grew, while the influence of prices for 
food products, by contrast, decreased due to a 
considerable slowdown in their growth.

Over the last year, food prices increased 
by 4.6%, prices for non-food goods (except 
gasoline) – by 6.8% (14.5% in 2015), prices 
for market services – by 4.4% (10.3% in 2015). 

Economy of the Russian Federation and Banking Sector in 2016

Consumption decreased throughout the entire year: retail 

turnover reduced by 5.2% YoY affected by 5.9% real income fall against 

the previous year.

Changes in key macroeconomic indicators,  
%

2.7

2014 2015 2016

1.7

–10.0

–3.4 –3.2

1.1

–5.2
–5.9

0.7

Retail turnover

Industrial production index

Real disposable income of the population
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Ruble to US dollar
exchange rate 

Ruble to euro
exchange rate

Despite price growth slowdown, consumer 
demand for all categories of goods and services 
considerably lowered.

Industrial production index rose in 2016 by 1.1% 
versus 2015, including: 

• manufacturing industries – by 0.1%;

• mining operations – by 2.5% (primarily owing 
to achievement of maximum oil production 
volumes over the entire post-Soviet period 
(+2.6 YoY) and coal production rise (3.4% 
YoY);

• electric power, gas and water production and 
distribution – by 1.5%.

Consumption decreased throughout the entire 
year: retail turnover reduced by 5.2% YoY (in 
comparable prices) affected by real income fall      
(-5.9% against the previous year) that continued 
from mid-2014.

In 2016, investment demand increased by 3.3%, 
external demand grew by 2.3%, while consumer 

demand dropped by 3.8%. Capital assets 
reduced by 1.4%.

In 2016, the Bank of Russia developed a 
moderately tough monetary policy aimed at 
inflation slowdown by the end of 2017 down to 
4% target. The Bank of Russia also took into 
account the economic situation and the need to 
ensure financial stability.

In the first half of 2016, given the inflation 
slowdown and a decrease in inflation 
expectations, the Government of the Russian 
Federation adjusted regulated prices and tariffs 
to a lesser extent than in 2015. That enabled 
the Central Bank of the Russian Federation to 
reduce the key rate twice during 2016 (in June 
and September) down to 10%. As long as inflation 
risks persisted and economy development and 
inflation change trends conformed to the basic 
forecast, the Bank of Russia did not alter the key 
rate until the end of 2016. However, in September 
it declared of its possible decrease in the 1st–2nd 
quarter of 2017.
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Overall assets 
RUB tn

77.7
83 80.1

2014 2015 2016

Economy of the Russian Federation and Banking Sector in 2016

BANKING SECTOR OF RUSSIA IN 2016

As a comparison, assets growth in 2015 
approximated RUB 5.3 tn, or 6.9%. The 
decrease in assets primarily stemmed from 
currency revaluation caused by a considerable 
ruble strengthening: in 2016, the ruble rate grew 
by 17% against US dollar, and by 20% against 
euro. Without taking into account currency 
revaluation, the banking sector’s overall assets 
increased by 2%. Besides, the number of market 
participants significantly reduced. The number of 
active credit institutions decreased over the year 
from 733 to 623.

By year-end 2016, corporate crediting volumes 
reduced: the amount of loans provided to 
corporate borrowers over the reporting period 
dropped by 9.5% as compared to 12.7% growth 

in 2015. The reduction mainly resulted from 
revaluation of foreign currency loans (the 
decrease without taking into account currency 
revaluation totaled 4%). By contrast, retail loans 
increased by 1.1%. By year end 2015, they 
reduced by 5.7%.

Customers’ funds (62.5% of liabilities) and 
interbank loans (10.7% of liabilities) were the 
main sources for assets funding in 2016. The 
volume of entities’ funds reduced in 2016 by 
9.9% versus 14.2% growth the year before. That 
was mainly explained by currency revaluation 
of funds caused by a considerable ruble 
strengthening. The decrease in entities’ funds 
without taking into account currency revaluation 
totaled 3%.

In 2016, overall assets of Russia’s banking 

sector totaled RUB 80 tn, having decreased by RUB 2.9 tn, 

or 3.5% YoY.

The Bank of Russia 
decreased the key  
interest rate

6.9% –3.5%
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1.1%

Overall volume of corporate loans 
RUB tn

Overall volume of retail loans 
RUB tn

29.5

33.3

30.1

11.3 10.7 10.8

2014 20142015 20152016 2016

The growth rate of individuals’ funds dropped 
in 2016 down to 4% (against 24.1% in 2015). 
The main reason for the growth rate drop 
was currency revaluation. Without taking into 
account currency revaluation, the growth rate 
of individuals’ funds increased by 9%. Another 
reason was gradual reduction of deposit rates, 
including due to the decrease of the key interest 
rate of the Bank of Russia from 11% down to 
10% during 2016.

The volume of funds raised in 2016 by financial 
and credit institutions from the Bank of Russia 
considerably reduced to RUB 2.7 tn (–49.2% 
versus 2015). By the end of the year, interbank 
liabilities grew by 20.7%.

Overall profit of Russia’s banking sector by year 
end 2016 increased by 383.9% as compared to 
the 2015 results and totaled RUB 929 bn.   
Sberbank accounts for the major share of the 
earned profit – RUB 517 bn. Return on equity 
and assets also improved by the end of the 
year.

The main driver of an increase in Russian banks’ 
profitability in 2016 was reduction of expenses 
for creation of loan loss provisions – 61.3% 
less YoY. It may also be noted that the banking 
sector’s profit was negatively affected by a 
growth in operating expenses by 17.4% and 
other expenses by 33.7% versus 2015. 

Overall assets  
of the banking sector

Retail lending  
growth

Corporate lending  
decrease

12.7% –9.5% –5.7%
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Trend of the banking sector’s ROAE and 
ROAA 

2014 2015 2016

Average-weighted interest rates on loans 
disbursed to individuals in rubles dropped. 
The decrease ranged from 2.4 p.p to 3.7 p.p. 
Average-weighted interest rates on ruble loans 
to legal entities fell in 2016 from 1.9 p.p. to 3.2 
p.p depending on loan maturity. Average interest 
rates on loans denominated in foreign currency 
also dropped: by 0.9–1.9 p.p. on loans to 
individuals, and by 0.8–2.2 p.p. on loans to legal 
entities.

Average interest rates on retail deposits 
denominated in rubles reduced in 2016 by 
1.7–2.2 p.p. depending on deposit maturity and 

on deposits denominated in foreign currency by 
1.8–2.3 p.p. 

Average interest rates on corporate deposits 
denominated in rubles fell in 2016 by 0.4–1.7 
p.p. and on foreign currency deposits by  
0.4–2.5 p.p.

The quality of the banking sector’s loan portfolio 
generally improved across the market. The ratio 
of overdue loans to non-financial institutions 
remained almost the same – 6.3% (versus 6.2% 
in 2015), and the ratio of overdue retail loans 
reduced from 8.1% to 7.9%.

Economy of the Russian Federation and Banking Sector in 2016

Net profit, RUB bn

ROAE, %

ROAA, %

589

4.2

5.9 6.2

192

929

7.9

2.7

11.5

0.9 0.2 1.1

Overdue debt ratio, 
%

2014 2015 2016

Share of overdue corporate loans

Share of overdue retail loans

+0.1   
  p. p.

–0.2   
   p. p.

8.1

6.3

7.9
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4%

Overall volume of legal entities’ funds 
RUB tn

Overall volume of individuals’ funds 
RUB tn

2016

2015

2014

Average-weighted interest rates  
on retail loans

2016

2015

2014

Average-weighted interest rates  
on retail deposits

2016

2015

2014

Average-weighted interest rates  
on corporate loans

2016

2015

2014

Average-weighted interest rates  
on corporate deposits

24.4

27.9

25.1

19.1

23.7
24.7

2014 20142015 20152016 2016

14.2% 24.1%–9.9%

(RUB) more than a year

(RUB) up to one year

(USD) more than a year

(USD) more than a year

(EUR) more than a year

(EUR) up to one year

 2.4 p.p.

 3.7 p.p.

 1.9 p.p.

 1.3 p.p.

 1.6 p.p.

 0.9 p.p.

 1.7 p.p.

 2.2 p.p. 

 2.1 p.p.

  2.0 p.p.

 2.3 p.p.

 1.8 p.p.

 0.4 p.p.

 1.7 p.p.

 0.4 p.p.

 2.5 p.p.

 2.1 p.p.

 1.9 p.p.

17.0% 13.0%

12.6%

6.6%

5.8%

5.3%

3.2%

9.9%

9.3%

2.9%

0.4%

1.9%

0.3%

8.5%

7.0%

1.9%

1.1%

1.0%

0.6%

23.0%

9.1%

11.1%

9.2%

10.5%

(RUB) more than a year

(RUB) up to one year

(USD) more than a year

(USD) more than a year

(EUR) more than a year

(EUR) up to one year

 1.9 p.p.

 3.2 p.p.

 1.6 p.p.

 0.8 p.p.

 1.6 p.p.

 2.2 p.p.

(RUB) more than a year

(RUB) up to one year

(USD) more than a year

(USD) more than a year

(EUR) more than a year

(EUR) up to one year

(RUB) more than a year

(RUB) up to one year

(USD) more than a year

(USD) more than a year

(EUR) more than a year

(EUR) up to one year
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GENERAL MEETING  
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE  
STRUCTURE

EQUITY

The Bank’s current corporate governance system 
is intended to ensure efficiency of internal control 
and risk management, increase information 
transparency and investment attractiveness, and 
promote sustainable development of Absolut 
Bank. The adopted governance standards enable 
to secure shareholders and investors’ interests 
and rights and to carry out activities aimed at 
preservation and growth of their capital. All 
management bodies of the Bank act in compliance 
with the legislation of the Russian Federation, 
the Bank’s Charter and internal documents. The 

Bank’s corporate governance system conforms 
to the requirements of national legislation and 
the Bank of Russia, and also meets best world 
practices.

In the reporting period, members of the Board of 
Directors, members of the Management Board 
and the Chairman of the Management Board of the 
Bank had no conflict of interest, including those 
related to membership in management bodies of 
the Bank’s competitors.

On September 23, 2016 upon the registration 

of the Report on Securities Issue Results, the Bank’s equity 

was increased by one billion two hundred ten million 

six hundred fifty three thousand and seven hundred fifty 

rubles (RUB 1,210,653,750) up to four billion one hundred 

eighty five million nine hundred forty eight thousand and 

seven hundred ninety rubles (RUB 4,185,948,790). It was 

divided into four hundred eighteen million five hundred 

ninety four thousand and eight hundred seventy nine 

(418,594,879) uncertified registered ordinary shares with 

the par value of ten (10) rubles each.
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Structure of Absolut 
Bank’s equity  
as of 31.12.2016 
(beginning from  
September 23, 2016),  
%

PJSC United Credit Systems

TransFinCapital LLC

JSC MC TRANSFINGROUP Trustee of Closed-End Blend Investment Fund “Spektr”

CJSC Management Company “TRINFICO” Trustee of pension reserves of NPF 

BLAGOSOSTOYANIE

JSC Management Company “TRANSFINGROUP” Trustee of pension reserves of 

NPF BLAGOSOSTOYANIE

Minority shareholders

70.0779%

3.8547%

REPORT ON DIVIDEND PAYOUTS

During 2016, no dividends on the Bank’s shares were declared (accrued) and paid out.

As of January 1, 2016 the Bank’s authorized 
capital was formed in the amount of two billion 
nine hundred seventy five million two hundred 
ninety five thousand and forty (RUB 2,975,295,040) 
rubles and divided into two hundred ninety seven 
million five hundred twenty nine thousand and five 
hundred four (297,529,504) uncertified registered 
ordinary shares with the par value of ten (10) 
rubles each. 

In August–September 2016, a number of sales and 
purchase transactions were carried out with the 
Bank’s securities, including those nominally held 
by Non-Banking Credit Organization JSC National 
Settlement Depository. Namely, on September 
8, 2016 Limited Liability Company “Management 
Company Kapital” Trustee of pension reserves 
of NPF BLAGOSOSTOYANIE ceased to be a 
shareholder of the Bank.

2.6802%

6.1125%

17.2198%

0.0549%

Corporate Governance
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ABSOLUT BANK’S BOARD OF DIRECTORS:

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

From January 1 till June 6, 2016 the Board 

of Directors included the officials appointed by the 

decision of the Annual General Meeting of Shareholders 

dated June 16, 2015 (Minutes No. 67). On June 6, 2016 

the decision made by the Annual General Meeting of 

Shareholders (Minutes No. 70) stipulated the composition 

of the Board of Directors. The composition of the Board of 

Directors remained the same.

1. Yury Novozhilov – Chairman of the Board of Directors;

2. Vadim Korsakov – Deputy Chairman of the Board of Directors;

3. Andrey Denisenkov – Member of the Board of Directors;

4. Andrey Degtyarev – Member of the Board of Directors;

5. Vartan Dilanyan – Member of the Board of Directors, Independent Director;

6. Yury Sizov – Member of the Board of Directors, Independent Director;

7. Artur Shamilov – Member of the Board of Directors, Independent Director.

As of December 31, 2016 the composition of the Board of Directors remained the same.
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Yury Novozhilov received a degree in theoretical economics at the Saint Petersburg 
State University. He has a vast experience in corporate governance and investment 
management, held executive positions in a number of large financial companies.

For 5 years, he worked as the First Deputy Head of the Corporate Finance Department at 
JSC Russian Railways. In 2009, he became the Director of TransCreditBank. In February 
2012  Yury Novozhilov was appointed CEO of NPF Blagosostoyanie.

Vadim Korsakov graduated from the Saint Petersburg State Marine Technical University and 
received a degree in financial management at the Saint Petersburg University of Economics 
and Finance.

He has extensive experience of work in financial and credit institutions. During 7 years, he 
worked in the area of project financing, possesses expertise in securities markets, and has 
relevant certificates of the Russian Federation and the USA. From 2007 until 2011, he was 
the Director General of Management Company “RVM Capital” engaged in management of 
closed-end investment funds’ assets, pension reserves and savings. In November 2011, Vadim 
Korsakov was appointed the Deputy CEO of NPF Blagosostoyanie supervising the asset 
management block and the fund’s investment activities.

Andrey Denisenkov received a degree in mathematical methods and research of 
economic operations at the Saint Petersburg State University and obtained the degree 
of Master of Business Administration at the IMD (International Institute for Management 
Development, Switzerland). He has a long-term experience in corporate finance and 
project financing; in 2008–2012 he headed the dedicated units at TransCreditBank and the 
KIT Finance Bank.

Beginning from March 2012, Andrey Denisenkov heads the Direct Investment and Real 
Estate Department at NPF Blagosostoyanie and is responsible for management of direct 
investment assets and real estate portfolio.

Andrey Degtyarev received a degree in finance and lending at the G. V. Plekhanov 
Russian University of Economics.

In 1998, Andrey Degtyarev started his career in banking at JSC Alfa-Bank; in 2001–2003 
he worked at CJSC Konversbank (renamed into the Moscow Business World Bank (MDM 
Bank). At JSC Alfa-Bank and MDM Bank, Andrey Degtyarev was responsible for attracting 
large corporate customers, organization of their servicing, and for supervising the work of 
the business center for servicing large corporate customers.

In 2003, Andrey Degtyarev continued his career at the Uralsib Financial Corporation where 
he successively held various executive positions, including the Executive Director of 
the Private Banking Directorate and the Executive Director for Direct Investments.

In December 2010, Andrey Degtyarev was appointed the Director General of JSC KIT 
Finance Investment Bank.

YURY 
NOVOZHILOV

Chairman of the Board 
of Directors

VADIM KORSAKOV

Deputy Chairman of the 
Board of Directors

ANDREY 
DENISENKOV

Member of the Board 
of Directors

ANDREY 
DEGTYAREV

Member of the Board 
of Directors

Board of Directors
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In July 2013, Andrey Degtyarev was appointed the Chairman of Absolut Bank’s 
Management Board; in May 2013, he became a member of the Bank’s Board of Directors. 
Beginning from June 2016, he is also the Acting Chairman of Baltinvestbank’s Board of 
Directors.

Vartan Dilanyan obtained an honors degree in international economic relations at the 
Moscow State Institute of International Relations. From 2008 until 2010, he studied in the 
first Executive MBA group at Moscow School of Management “Skolkovo”.

He has work experience abroad: in 1999–2001, he worked at Arthur Andersen offices in 
Alma-Ata, Tashkent and Bishkek where he headed the Department of Financial Markets.

For over 15 years, Vartan Dilanyan held senior positions in large consulting companies and 
financial institutions, namely he headed the Department of Financial Markets in Russia and 
the CIS at Ernst & Young, the Department of Financial Markets at Arthur Andersen, and was 
the President at JSC Binbank.

He is currently the Managing Director at Accenture in Russia and the CIS where he is 
responsible for business development, devising and implementing the development 
strategy, and day-to-day management of the company’s operations.

Yury Sizov received a degree in machine engineering at the Moscow State University of 
Railway Engineering (1982), a degree in jurisprudence at the Academic Law University 
under the Russian Academy of Sciences (1996), a degree in state and regional finance 
management at the Academy of National Economy under the Government of the Russian 
Federation (1998). In 1989 he earned the degree of Candidate of Technical Sciences, and 
in 2000 he became Doctor of Economics. He wrote over 100 articles and 6 monographs 
on corporate law, corporate governance systems, stock markets, macroeconomics and 
finance. He has qualification certificates of all categories from Russia’s Federal Commission 
for the Securities Market and Federal Service for Financial Markets.

Beginning from 1995, he was engaged in establishment and management of the Moscow 
Securities Commission. From 1997 until 2008, he was the Chairman of the Moscow 
Regional Division of the Federal Commission for the Securities Market, headed the 
Regional Division of the Federal Service for Financial Markets in the Central Federal District. 
Yury Sizov was a member of the Management Board of the Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry, an arbitrator of the Arbitration Commission on Corporate Ethics of the Russian 
Union of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs.

Beginning from 2008, he is the First Deputy CEO at the Leader Management Company.

Artur Shamilov obtained a degree in world economy at the Financial University under the 
Government of the Russian Federation and completed postgraduate studies at the Russian 
Research Institute of Foreign Economic Relations. He earned the degree of Candidate of 
Economic Sciences.

Artur Shamilov is currently the Director General at Top Consult Project Management LLC 
and Top Contact HR Group, a leading company in Executive Search. He has a vast 
analytical experience in personnel management.

VARTAN DILANYAN

Member of the Board  
of Directors

Independent Director

YURY SIZOV

Member of the Board  
of Directors

Independent Director

ARTUR SHAMILOV

Member of the Board  
of Directors

Independent Director
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MANAGEMENT BOARD

Key tasks of the Management Board include imple-

mentation of the Bank’s development strategy approved by the 

Board of Directors and management of the Bank’s operations. 

The Chairman of the Management Board is elected by the General Meeting of Shareholders as advised 
by the Board of Directors.

The term of office of the Chairman and members of the Management Board is five years.

Election of members of the Management Board and termination of their powers shall be subject to the 
decision of the Board of Directors as advised by the Chairman of the Management Board.

Persons elected to the Management Board may be reelected an unlimited number of times.

Subject to Decision No. 5 made by the Bank’s sole shareholder on July 2, 2013, Andrey Degtyarev was 
appointed the Chairman of the Management Board – he has been exercising the powers of the Bank’s 
sole executive body since July 3, 2013 to the present day.

As of January 1, 2016, the Management Board included the following members:

1. Andrey Degtyarev – Chairman of the Management Board;

2. Andrey Boguslavsky – Deputy Chairman of the Management Board;

3. Maxim Vozny – Deputy Chairman of the Management Board;

4. Natalya Kapinos – Deputy Chair of the Management Board;

5. Alexey Elagin – Deputy Chairman of the Management Board;

6. Elena Markina – Deputy Chair of the Management Board;

7. Vladislav Poltavsky – Deputy Chairman of the Management Board;

8. Tatyana Ushkova – Deputy Chair of the Management Board;

9. Konstantin Yakovlev – Deputy Chairman of the Management Board.

During the reporting period, the composition of the Management Board changed as follows:

Deputy Chairman of the Management Board Konstantin Yakovlev resigned from the Bank’s Management 
Board on January 20, 2016 (decision of the Board of Directors dated January 19, 2016, Minutes No. 458). 
Deputy Chairman of the Management Board Alexey Elagin resigned from the Bank’s Management Board 
on September 2, 2016 (decision of the Board of Directors dated August 31, 2016, Minutes No. 472). 

Management Board
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CURRENT MEMBERS OF THE MANAGEMENT BOARD*

Andrey Degtyarev was appointed the Chairman of Absolut Bank’s Management 
Board in July 2013; in May 2013 he became a member of the Bank’s Board of 
Directors. From June 2016, he is also the Acting Chairman of Baltinvestbank’s 
Board of Directors.

Along with general management of the bank under rehabilitation, Andrey 
Degtyarev supervises the HR Department, the external Communication 
Department and IT Units.

Before he started working at Absolut Bank, he was the CEO at JSC KIT Finance 
Investment Bank.

From 1998 to 2001, Andrey Degtyarev held different positions at JSC Alfa Bank. 
In 2001–2003, he worked at CJSC Konversbank (renamed into the Moscow 
Business World Bank (MDM Bank)). At JSC Alfa-Bank and MDM Bank, Andrey 
Degtyarev was responsible for attracting large corporate customers, organization 
of their servicing, and for supervising the work of the business center for servicing 
large corporate customers. In 2003, Andrey Degtyarev continued his career at 
the Uralsib Financial Corporation where he successively held various executive 
positions, including the Executive Director of the Private Banking Directorate and 
the Executive Director for Direct Investments.

In December 2010, Andrey Degtyarev was appointed the Director General of JSC 
KIT Finance Investment Bank.

He received a degree in finance and lending at the G. V. Plekhanov Russian 
University of Economics.

ANDREY DEGTYAREV 

Chairman of the Management Board

*  Deputy Chairman of the Bank’s Management Board Anatoly Fogelgezang joined the Management Board on February 9, 
2017 (decision of the Board of Directors dated February 9, 2017, Minutes No. 479). Deputy Chairman of the Management 
Board Elena Markina resigned from the Bank’s Management Board on May 13, 2017 (decision of the Board of Directors 
dated May 12, 2017, Minutes No. 487).
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Management Board

TATYANA USHKOVA

Member of the Management Board.
Supervises retail lending and the regional 
network.

As a Deputy Chair of the Management Board, Tatyana Ushkova is responsible 
for development of retail credit products, efficiency of Absolut Bank’s network 
in all regions of its operations, as well as for technology development and 
enhancement of the customer service quality. In addition, beginning from 2016 
she has been supervising the following areas at Baltinvestbank undergoing 
financial rehabilitation: sales improvement, support of the regional network, 
development of retail bank products and operations support.

She has a 20-year experience in banking. She started her career in finance 
at office “Vostochny” of the SKB-Bank in Yekaterinburg. From 2008, Tatyana 
Ushkova headed the Retail Business Department. On July 23, 2010 she was 
appointed a Deputy Chair of SKB-Bank’s Management Board. Under her 
guidance, SKB-Bank entered the TOP-10 of Russian banks by retail performance.

Tatyana Ushkova joined Absolut Bank’s team in 2013 as a Deputy Chair of the 
Management Board. Based on performance in 2014, Tatyana Ushkova was 
granted one of the most prestigious prizes – “Golden Crown” in category “For 
mortgage lending development” at the XI Russian Banking Award.

Tatyana Ushkova graduated from the Ural State University of Economics in 1995; 
she received a diploma of the Ural State Academy of Law in 1998. In 2011, she 
earned an additional qualification – Master of Business Administration at Federal 
State Budgetary Educational Institution of Higher Professional Education “Russian 
Academy of National Economy and Public Administration under the President of 
the Russian Federation”. She received advanced training degree “Independent 
director” at the M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University.

Election of members of the Management Board 

and termination of their powers shall be subject to the decision 

of the Board of Directors as advised by the Chairman of the 

Management Board.
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Natalya Kapinos supervises the Absolut Private Bank business unit for servicing 
affluent customers. Besides, beginning from September 2016 she is responsible 
for marketing and development of Absolut Bank’s retail deposit and commission 
products. In June 2014, she became a Deputy Chair of Absolut Bank’s 
Management Board. From 2016, she also controls the Private Banking Division 
and the Department for Retail Product Marketing and Analysis at Baltinvestbank 
within the financial rehabilitation procedure.

Natalya Kapinos worked in major Russian banks, including in JSC MDM Bank 
and JSC Uralsib Bank. In 2006–2010, she headed private banking at JSC 
Swedbank. In 2010, serving as the Director of the Department for Large Private 
Wealth Management at JSC BINBANK, she successfully organized the work of 
the Department for Developing Partnership with International Banks in Private 
Banking, Russian and Foreign Investment Financial Institutions. Before joining 
Absolut Bank’s team, she was the Deputy Director General for Retail Customer 
Services at JSC KIT Finance Investment Bank where she was responsible for 
development of the KIT Finance Premium unit.

In 2016, Natalya Kapinos was granted the award in category “For impeccable 
reputation in private banking and large private wealth management” at SPEAR’S 
Russia Wealth Management Awards 2016, and also received award of “Golden 
Crown” in category “Private banking”.

She graduated from the Omsk University of Foreign Languages. In 2004, she 
received her second university degree in financial management at the Financial 
Academy under the Government of the Russian Federation.

NATALYA KAPINOS

Member of the Management Board.
Supervises private banking, retail deposit and 
commission products, and marketing.
  

During 2016, the Management Board carried out 145 

meetings, including 68 in-person meetings.
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Management Board

ANATOLY FOGELGEZANG

Member of the Management Board.
Supervises financial management, strategic planning and controlling, 
organization of accounting and reporting, support  
of banking transactions of the Group.

As the Deputy Chairman of the Management Board, Anatoly Fogelgezang supervises 
issues related to management of the Bank Group’s financial standing, strategic planning 
and controlling, organization and preparation of RAS and IFRS accounting statements, 
and support of the Group’s banking transactions.

In addition, beginning from 2016 he supervises planning and preparation of management 
statements, IFRS accounting statements, accounting and taxation, as well as the back 
office at Baltinvestbank. 

Anatoly Fogelgezang has a 20-year experience of management in the financial sector 
specializing in strategic and financial planning, process optimization and integration.

He began his career in banking in 1997 at the Petrovsky Bank where he worked his 
way to the Deputy Head of the Financial Directorate. From 2004 to 2014, he held 
executive positions at Bank Saint Petersburg and MDM Bank. On July 14, 2014 Anatoly 
Fogelgezang joined Absolut Bank’s team as the Financial Director.

On February 9, 2017 he was appointed the Deputy Chairman of the Management Board.

 Anatoly Fogelgezang received a degree in spacecraft and upper-stage rockets 
(1997) and a degree in management (1998) at the D. F. Ustinov Baltic State Technical 
University VOENMEH. He received additional education at the Stockholm School of 
Economics (Executive MBA General Management). He earned the degree of Candidate 
of Economic Sciences.

ANDREY BOGUSLAVSKY

Member of the Management Board.
Supervises corporate business.

Andrey Boguslavsky has been working at Absolut Bank since October 2013 as a 
Deputy Chairman of the Management Board and supervises corporate business 
development at the Bank. In addition, beginning from 2016 he supervises 
acquisition, lending and servicing of corporate customers, as well as products 
and the methodology at Baltinvestbank undergoing financial rehabilitation.

He has a more than 20-year experience in finance. He started his professional 
careers in major Russian banks – Inkombank and IBG NIKoil.

In 2000, Andrey Boguslavsky moved to Gazprombank where he worked his 
way from the Head of the Customer Network Development Unit to the Executive 
Vice President for Corporate Business Development and Work with Strategic 
Customers.

He graduated from the Moscow State University of Railway Engineering. In 
1998, he received a degree in banking at the retraining institute of the Financial 
Academy under the Government of the Russian Federation. 
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MAXIM VOZNY

Member of the Management Board.
Supervises Treasury and operations in financial markets.

From August 2013, he is the Senior Managing Director at Absolut Bank. In August 
2014, he became a Deputy Chairman of the Management Board. He supervises the 
treasury and investment activity at the Bank. At Baltinvestbank undergoing financial 
rehabilitation under Absolut Bank’s management, he controls the functions of the 
treasury and operations in financial markets.

He has a 16-year experience in finance. Beginning from 2007, he served at BTA 
Bank (Moscow) where he worked his way to the Head of the Division in 2.5 years. 
His main competences comprised management of the bank’s treasury, regulation of 
the balance sheet structure through budgeting mechanisms, as well as depository 
management and work with major customers in the area of liquidity management. 
From 2009, he headed the Treasury at KIT Finance Investment Bank, and became a 
member of the Bank’s Management Board in 2010.

He received a degree in mathematical methods in economics at the Tomsk State 
University. In 2006, he earned the degree of Candidate of Technical Sciences.

In August 2013, he became a Deputy Chairman of the Management Board. At 
Absolut Bank, he supervises the divisions responsible for security, coordinates 
the services for bad debt and bad assets management, financial monitoring and 
currency control, the legal block, security issues, including information safety, the 
Bank’s administration and business activity, as well as FATCA compliance issues.

In addition, beginning from 2016 he has been supervising the following functions 
at Baltinvestbank undergoing financial rehabilitation: administration and business 
activity, security, bad assets management, financial monitoring and currency 
control, information safety, and business affairs management.

In 2007, Vladislav Poltavsky was appointed the Deputy Director of the 
Roszheldorsnab branch at JSC Russian Railways where he was responsible for 
performance of four units: the Security Division, the Business Affairs Division, the 
HR Division, and the Operational Control Division. From October 2009, he worked 
as the Managing Director at JSC KIT Finance Investment Bank. On February 1, 
2011 he was appointed the Deputy Director General, and in May 2011 he became 
a member of the Management Board of KIT Finance Investment Bank. 

He graduated from the A. A. Zhdanov Leningrad State University with a degree in 
jurisprudence.

VLADISLAV POLTAVSKY

Member of the Management Board.
Supervises security, bad assets and debt management, 
administration and business activity, financial monitoring and 
currency control, FATCA issues, and the legal block.
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3
Over the year, the Bank Group 

has enhanced its competences and 

demonstrated a stable trend in corporate 

business given the current economic 

environment

CORPORATE  
BUSINESS
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Corporate Business

Corporate business development in view  

of the approved risk model was a top-priority task for  

the Bank Group in 2016.

The Bank Group offers high-quality services, customized approach and 
decision making with due regard for industry specifics and customer needs. 
The Bank Group strives to maintain competitive fees and rates (including 
individual terms for top-priority customers), a high speed of decision making 
and quality of financial expertise.

In 2016, we managed to preserve the growth rate of the trade finance portfolio 
at a high level +17%. Besides, the amount of guarantees issued by the Bank 
rose by 15%. Income from trade finance operations in 2016 increased by 
44%.

The Group consistently develops long-term partner relations with every 
customer and offers a full range of required banking products and services to 
companies with regards to their business specifics and development models.

CORPORATE  
BUSINESS

X1.4

Trade finance portfolio dynamics 
(off balance assets) 
RUB bn

Income from trade finance operations 
RUB bn

0.30

0.55

0.79

2014 20142015 20152016 2016

+17%

9%

5%

7%

91%

95%

93%

X1.8+17%

Guarantees

Letters of credit

23.1

27.0

31.7
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Loans to legal entities accounted for 32% of the increase in the 

Bank Group’s total loan portfolio.

The amount of corporate business loans granted by Absolut Bank 

in top-priority economic sectors (under the Deposit Insurance 

Agency’s state program for banks additional capitalization) grew 

by 9%. In its turn, Baltinvestbank reduced the amount of loans in 

the corporate block by 2% through repayment of non-performing 

loans, which was compensated by an increase in lending of 

1–2 quality category customers.

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS IN 2016

Growth of corporate loans  
in top-priority economic  
sectors
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CORPORATE BLOCK’S PRODUCTS

Main areas of services are:

Flexible conditions for granting credit products (financing periods, amounts and 
cost-related terms, etc.) depend on customer needs and fund raising objectives. 
The Bank Group’s product range comprises:

• Overdrafts;

• Loans and credit facilities;

• Investment lending.

• Leasing of equipment;

• Leasing of vehicles;

• Absolut Bank promptly provides leasing products to subsidiaries and affiliates 
of JSC Russian Railways, as well as conducts retail leasing transactions using 
a simplified procedure.

• Recourse factoring;

• Non-recourse factoring;

• Reverse factoring;

• Pre-shipment factoring.

CREDITING

LEASING

FACTORING

The Bank Group continues expanding and enhancing the 

range of its products and services adjusting them to every customer’s 

business specifics and corporate needs that are continuously changing 

in the current market conditions.

Corporate Business
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• Full range of trade finance instruments (guarantees, letters of credit, standby 
letters of credit, collection, transactions involving export credit agencies);

• All types of bank guarantees, including advance payment refund guarantees, 
contract performance guarantees, payment guarantees, warranty period 
guarantees;

• Guarantees to the benefit of tax and customs authorities, the Federal Service for 
Alcohol Market Regulation;

• Absolut Bank works with guarantees issued in compliance with Federal Law 
No. 44 and guarantees provided to secure obligations of payment for cargo 
transportation performed by JSC Russian Railways.

• Flexible approach to establishing the terms for deposit products (maturity, 
amounts, interest rates, interest payment procedure);

• Deposit of any maturity in main currencies;

• Dual currency deposit;

• Promissory note.

• Pre-shipment and limit conversion;

• Foreign currency forwards and interest swaps;

• Flexible approach to establishing service conditions for VIP customers;

• Conducting transactions through the Internet-Bank system;

• Information support for customers.

TRADE FINANCE / 
DOCUMENTARY 
OPERATIONS

DEPOSIT PRODUCTS

TREASURY 
TRANSACTIONS

Growth of income 
from trade finance 
operations

Increase in the amount  
of guarantees issued  
by the Bank
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• Settlement accounts, including accounts with interest accrual on average 
and minimum balances;

• Remote banking through the Internet-Bank system using SMS confirmations 
of transactions to protect customers’ accounts against unauthorized debiting;

• Currency regulation;

• Electronic collection – a sophisticated product improving the efficiency 
of management of customers’ cash balances;

• Information support for customers;

• Special bank accounts (notary deposit accounts, accounts for generating 
funds for overhaul of apartment buildings, etc.)

• Acquiring of Visa, MasterCard and Diners Club plastic cards;

• Issue of corporate settlement and customs cards;

• Payroll projects.

SETTLEMENT  
AND CASH SERVICES

PLASTIC CARDS

CUSTOMER BASE

The Bank Group’s target corporate customers are medium 

and large enterprises in top-priority economic sectors.

The customer base structure changed in 2016 
after the acquisition of Baltinvestbank by the Bank 
Group. As a result, the share of lending to the 
manufacturing sector and lending in real estate 
and other services increased, while the share 
in construction, trade, and financial services 
reduced.

Diversification of the loan portfolio in 2016 
remained high and continued improving. In 
2016, the share of Top-20 customers in the Bank 
Group’s loan portfolio decreased by 4%. 

The Bank’s major customers are: GC LSR, 
YUG-ENERGO, GC METAFRAX, KNGK GROUP, 
CHELPIPE GROUP, GC LADOGA, GC KORTROS, 
GC VESPER, GC KONAR, GC OCS, GC FREIGHT 
ONE, PJSC MTS, GC MOSGIPROTRANS, 
GC RUSAL, GC SLAVNEFT, GC TEK 
MOSENERGO, GC SAMARATRANSNEFT-
TERMINAL, GC NEFTEGAZINDUSTRIYA, 
GC ANTIPINSKY REFINERY, GC SEGEZHA, 
GC ASTEROS, GC IBS.

Corporate Business
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Increase in the share of 
corporate customers’ on 
demand balances

Corporate loan portfolio structure by economic 
sectors as of December 31, 2015
%

Corporate loan portfolio structure by economic 
sectors as of December 31, 2016
%

Production

Trade

Financial services

Construction

Production

Trade

Financial services

Construction

Real estate

Services

Other

Real estate

Services

Other

42%

32%

18%

15%

15%

13%

12%

4% 1%

13%

9%

2% 4%

20%
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COOPERATION WITH JSC RUSSIAN RAILWAYS

KEY TASKS IN 2016

In 2016, Absolut Bank continued expanding 
relations with JSC Russian Railways, as well as 
with its subsidiaries and affiliates.

Namely, Absolut Bank was declared the 
winner in the open tender carried out by JSC 
Federal Passenger Company for provision of 
bank guarantees; JSC Federal Freight started 
depositing temporarily available funds in Absolut 
Bank’s fixed-term instruments.

Besides, Absolut Bank cooperates with major 
private railway operators on a continuous basis.

TOP-PRIORITY WORK AREAS

• Factoring of suppliers and contractors of JSC 
Russian Railways;

• Provision of leasing products through a 
leasing company to subsidiaries and affiliates 
of JSC Russian Railways.

The Bank also cooperates with such subsidiaries 
and affiliates of JSC Russian Railways, as JSC 
Russian Railways Logistics, JSC RZD Trade, JSC 
TransContainer, JSC TransTelekom, JSC ELTEA, 
OCRV LLC, Corporate Governance Center for 
Suburban Transport at JSC Russian Railways, JSC 
NIIAS, etc.

In the conditions of a decline in demand and 
sales of products and services and an unstable 
exchange rate, the main tasks for 2016 were to 
preserve the size and quality of the current loan 
portfolio, maintain and expand the cooperation 

with the companies operating in the industries 
where the Bank Group possesses sufficient 
competences and capabilities to ensure a 
sustainable trend in the current economic 
environment.

Over the year, the Bank Group preserved its working 

portfolio at the same level, while the market reduced by 9.5%. 

Balances on current accounts increased, their share in corporate 

customers’ funds grew by 7 p.p.

2016

+16%

Corporate loan portfolio 
RUB bn

Corporate customers’  
current accounts 
RUB bn

91.6

13.6

15%
12%

19%13.1

15.2107.6 107.0

2014 20142015 20152016

+17%
–4%

–1%

Current accounts

Share in corporate customers’ 

funds

Corporate Business
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DEVELOPMENT PROSPECTS

The Bank Group especially focused on the cost 
and maturity of the liabilities base. Over 2016, the 
share of on-demand balances increased by 7 p.p. 
The reduction in the amount of fixed term liabilities 
was mainly caused by revaluation of foreign 
currency deposits. 

In 2016, we managed to preserve the growth rate 
of the trade finance portfolio at a high level of 17%. 
Besides, the amount of guarantees issued by the 
Bank rose by 15%. Income from trade finance 
operations in 2016 increased by 44%.

In 2017, we expect stabilization of the banking 
business profitability owing to tighter control 
over banks on the part of the Central Bank of 
the Russian Federation. In connection with those 
logical measures, we approved a more  

conservative business growth strategy with 
higher requirements to borrowers’ credit quality 
and moderate appetite for investments in market 
instruments. 

THE BANK GROUP’S STRATEGY FOR 2017 INVOLVES

Further diversification of the loan portfolio and 
increase in the share of high-grade borrowers and 
low-risk transactions with suppliers and contractors 
of GC Russian Railways through both debt growth 
and increase in the amount of trade finance 
operations.

Within its strategy, the Bank Group plans expansion 
of the cooperation with corporate customers of 
target industries with high credit ratings, which will 
enable to form a risk balanced portfolio.

The Bank Group’s target industries comprise 
the oil sector, alcohol producers, IT companies, 

independent carriers, as well as suppliers and 
contractors of GC Russian Railways.

The Bank Group also plans to further increase of 
the share of on-demand balances in the liabilities 
base, thus decreasing the cost of borrowings 
for loan customers. That goal will be achieved 
by expanding the list of liabilities-generating 
customers, increasing active transactions and 
customers’ money amounts passing through 
accounts with Absolut Bank and Baltinvestbank, as 
well as by developing product “Banking support of 
Contracts”.

STRATEGIC GOALS FOR 2017–2019:

Improvement of the corporate business quality and marginality;

Focus on work with stable companies in top-priority economic 

sectors;

Development of the business under state contracts.
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4
The amount of net limits 

opened by counterparty banks to Absolut 

Bank exceeded RUB 90 bn in 2016

TREASURY
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TOOLS

Treasury

The Treasuries of the Bank Group’s members – Absolut Bank and Baltinvestbank – 
perform dealing operations, securities trading, funding and liquidity management.

Besides, these divisions enlarge the product range of the corporate, retail and 
private segments. The main specifics of the Treasury’s operations is meeting the 
needs of the Bank Group and its customers, rather than carrying out speculative 
operations.

TREASURY

Registration and placement of the debut issue of subordinated bank bonds and 

issue of mortgage-backed securities within the mortgage portfolio securitization 

transaction.

Placement of an issue of listed bonds within the earlier registered program in the 

amount of RUB 50 bn.

The overall portfolio of trading and investment securities approximated 

RUB 80.5 bn.

KEY EVENTS

• The amount of loans raised from foreign banks in 2016, including for financing 
customers’ export and import operations, exceeded USD 100 mln.

• Absolut Bank registered an issue of 3 tranches of bonds of one of the 
corporate customers and performed the first placement of two of them in the 
market.

• All mortgage-backed securities were included into the high level quotation list 
of MICEX.

• The fourth securitization of Absolut Bank’s mortgage portfolio was 
accomplished.

• The overall amount of securities and promissory notes issued by Absolut Bank 
by year-end approximated RUB 22.8 bn.

BOND LOANS, 
SECURITIZATION OF 
MORTGAGE PORTFOLIOS, 
AND OTHER 
BORROWINGS
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RELATIONS WITH FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS  
AND CUSTOMERS

A credit line in the amount of USD 30 mln from an international financial institution was 

settled for financing customers’ foreign economic transactions.

Baltinvestbank relaunched the mechanism for conducting transactions in financial 

markets to fulfill customers’ applications and perform the bank’s transactions in the 

money market and securities market. Activity to resume the collaboration with financial 

institutions and companies continues.

• Absolut Bank conducts repo transactions with the Central Bank of the Russian 
Federation and the Federal Treasury.

• The Bank Group possesses competences and work experience within the 
state program for SME financial support of JSC SME Bank. In 2016, Absolut 
Bank performed a range of transactions for financing customers within the 
programs of JSC SME Bank.

• The Bank Group has access to credit resources of state institutions and 
foreign financial institutions.

FUNDS OF THE BANK 
OF RUSSIA, MINISTRY 
OF FINANCE, ETC.

COUNTERPARTIES OF THE BANK GROUP

In 2016, the database of the Bank Group’s 
counterparties numbered over 150 credit 
institutions, while the basic circle of partners 
comprised most reliable Russian and foreign 
financial institutions. The total amount of net limits 
set up by counterparty banks to Absolut Bank 
exceeded RUB  90 bn. Cooperation with banks 

was primarily carried out in the derivatives market, 
money and foreign exchange markets. RISDA and 
ISDA agreements were concluded with a number of 
banks.

Baltinvestbank continued the work to create the 
contractual and limit base for cooperation with 
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major market operators. Simultaneously, in order 
to further promote the efficiency of its own and 
customers’ operations, Baltinvestbank is performing 
the process to gain access to trading systems 
enabling to conduct transactions of the bank and its 

customers. For the purpose of providing a sufficient 
amount of cash currency to the bank and its branch 
network, Baltinvestbank resumed the relations 
on banknote operations with counterparty banks 
in 2016. 

SECURITIES AND BOND MARKETS 

In accordance with its strategy, the Bank Group 
has increased securities portfolios, including 
those denominated in US dollars. Owing to the 
current situation, the bank formed a position at 
attractive price levels.

With regard to transactions in the securities 
market, Baltinvestbank is present in the segment 
working with debt instruments. Its strategy is 
based on the requirements for maintaining 
the mandatory liquidity level and optimizing 
investments in securities together with fulfillment 
of the Financial Rehabilitation Plan. The portfolio 
was formed based on the principles for selecting 

bonds of highly reliable issuers with low credit 
exposure.

In 2016, Baltinvestbank restored its functional 
capabilities for conducting transactions in the 
stock market to fulfill customers’ applications and 
perform the bank’s transactions in the money 
market and securities market.

During the reporting period, Absolut Bank 
participated in syndicated loans and other debt 
placements of Russian corporate borrowers 
having high credit ratings both in the Russian and 
in international markets.

TRADE FINANCE 

In trade finance transactions, Absolut Bank 
cooperated with over 50 Russian and foreign 
banks, as well as interstate development banks. 
Using the limits established, the bank settled a 
range of transactions for confirmation of letters 
of credit, issue of guarantees, provision of post-
financing and raising trade-related loans. By the 
end of the year, the total amount of trade finance 
transactions exceeded RUB 29.2 bn, including 
the amount of issued counter-guarantees. In 
2016, the bank successfully settled transactions 
for raising funds from development institutions 

and foreign financial institutions in an amount 
of over USD 80 mln for financing customers’ 
foreign economic activities.

Within the limits set on counterparty banks, 
including from the CIS countries, Absolut 
Bank continued conducting transactions for 
confirmation and post-financing of letters of 
credit, issue of reimbursement obligations in 
favor of foreign confirming/financing banks, 
and issue of guarantees against counter-
guarantees.

In 2016, the bank successfully settled 

transactions for raising funds from development 

institutions and foreign financial institutions in an amount 

of over USD 80 mln for financing customers’ foreign 

economic activities.

Treasury
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RUB BN
Volume of trade finance 
transactions 

 

PILOT PROJECTS AND NEW PRODUCTS

Absolut Bank’s Treasury offered a range of 
new products to customers of the Retail Block. 
In particular, a letter of credit in rubles used 
by Absolut Bank’s customers when settling 
mortgage transactions has become the most 
popular product. During 2016, the bank 
issued about 5 thousand such letters of credit. 
Besides, settlements on those transactions were 
delegated to network outlets, which contributed 
to process the product quicker.

Absolut Bank continues the pilot project for selling 
trade finance products in network outlets that 
enabled to attract new customers at its first stage 
already. To support the SME crediting programs, 

the bank continues developing the relations with 
international and Russian partners, namely with the 
Russian Bank for Small and Medium Enterprises 
Support (JSC SME Bank), the SME Corporation, 
and the Russian Agency for Export Credit and 
Investment Insurance (EXIAR). Within the program 
for supporting small and medium enterprises, a 
number of transactions were concluded in 2016, 
including those with the participation of Absolut 
Bank’s regional corporate customers.

In order to meet the customers’ needs, 
Baltinvestbank resumed operations with British 
pound (GBP), Swiss franc (CHF), and Chinese 
yuan (CNY).

FUND RAISING

Absolut Bank can raise securities-backed loans 
from the Bank of Russia, including collateral 
loans, intraday loans and overnight loans, as well 
as asset-backed loans. In 2016, Absolut Bank 
obtained a number of loans from the Central Bank 
against assets in order to raise long-term funding 
at the best price.

In compliance with the signed framework 
agreements, Absolut Bank continued 
participation in tenders for raising temporarily 
free cash from institutional and corporate 
customers.  

In particular, funds were extended by such 
institutions as the Agency for Housing Mortgage 
Lending and the Support Fund for the Reform of 
the Housing and Utilities Sector.

Absolut Bank’s Treasury has an efficient division 
whose main activity is conducting transactions 
and servicing institutional customers – rated 
corporate customers, financial companies, 
pension and public funds, management and 
insurance companies, etc.

Absolut Bank regularly participates in auctions at 
electronic trading platforms: Russian Railways’ 
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electronic trading and procurement platform, B2B 
ENERGO, Unified Electronic Trading Platform, 
ROSTENDER, GOSZAKAZ, SBERBANK – AST.

The number of active customers in deposit 
and forex transactions (within servicing by the 

Corporate Sales division of Absolut Bank) has 
not reduced, although competition in that area 
is intense. The amount of deposits and minimum 
required balances raised with the participation of 
the Treasury’s divisions has exceeded RUB 45 bn. 

TECHNOLOGY

Absolut Bank developed and launched its in 
house deposit portal. Within the “Deposits” 
process, the bank implemented control over the 
limit deposit rate and automated the process 
of importing applications into Absolut Bank’s IT 
system.

The Bank Group accomplished the work to 
reduce costs for information and analysis support 
of the Treasury’s transactions: the highest 
economic effect of that work will be achieved in 
2017–2018.

In 2016, Absolut Bank continued asset 
securitization transactions. It completed the 4th 
transaction for securitization of its mortgage 
portfolio in the amount of RUB 6.2 bn. The bank 
continued cooperation with active players of the 
Russian securitization market – the Agency For 
Housing Mortgage Lending and the Analytical 
Credit Rating Agency.

In the beginning of the year, Absolut Bank 
also completed the transaction for issuing its 
subordinated bonds in the amount of RUB 5 bn. 
Placement of listed bonds in the amount of RUB 
1.5 bn was carried out within the earlier registered 
program

The amount of deposits and minimum 

required balances raised with the participation  

of the Treasury’s divisions has exceeded RUB 45 bn.

WORK WITH THE BANK’S ASSETS/LIABILITIES

BILLION RUBLES
Amount of the 4th transaction  
for mortgage portfolio securitization

BILLION RUBLES
Amount of the transaction  
for issuing subordinated bonds

Treasury
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ASSETS AND LIABILITIES MANAGEMENT

Current liquidity ratio (N2), 
%

Current liquidity ratio (N3), 
%

Long-term liquidity ratio (N4), 
%

59.7
74.3

96.7

51.6
84.3

83.6

62.4 90.5

50.7

2014 2014 20142015 2015 20152016 2016 2016

40 60 120

110

See the Risk Management section for a detailed description of the liquidity management and liquidity and market risk control 
system.

The Bank Group follows the conservative approach to liquidity management and strictly complies with the relevant regulatory 
requirements of the Central Bank of the Russian Federation.

In-house 
minimum

In-house 
minimum In-house 

maximum

Regulatory 
minimum Regulatory 

minimum

Regulatory 
maximum

Analysis of financial assets and liabilities by maturity periods, 
RUB bn

On-demand and 

less than 1 month

1 to 3 months 3 to 12 

months

12 months  

to 5 years

Over 5 years Overdue No maturity 

date

30

30
,1

116.1 113.6

16.4
30.9

84.5

28.0

13.1

52.7

76.6

22.7 7.0 0.0

30

Assets 

Liabilities

15 40

40 60

BALTINVESTBANK

ABSOLUT BANK

Current liquidity ratio (N2), 
%

Current liquidity ratio (N3), 
%

287.8

89.3

226.9

456.8375.5

208.1

2014 20142015 20152016 2016

In-house 
minimum

In-house 
minimum

Regulatory minimum Regulatory minimum
15 40
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6
The Bank Group’s retail business 

demonstrated a stable growth in all key areas

RETAIL  
BUSINESS
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The Bank Group offers a well-balanced range of financial products to its customers in order to 
build long-term mutually beneficial relations. In 2016, the Bank Group implemented new and 
modified the existing bank and partner products.

Target customers of the Retail Block are individuals with medium and above medium income. 
Those segments are most attractive for the Bank Group in terms of business development and 
efficient risk management.

RETAIL BUSINESS

The Retail Block’s assets increased in 2016 by 17% mainly driven by mortgage lending; the 

mortgage loan portfolio grew over the year by 16% from 56.2 up to 65.0 billion rubles.

The Bank actively participated in the governmental program for subsidizing interest 

rates on mortgage loans for housing under construction. Over the year, the amount of 

disbursed mortgage loans totaled 21.3 billion rubles, including 11.7 billion rubles within the 

governmental program.

The Retail Block relaunched the car loan lending at Baltinvestbank and by year-end, 

disbursed car loans amounted to 560 million rubles.

KEY RESULTS

Retail Business

Assets of the Retail Block 
in 2016

Volume of retail customers’ 
funds
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RETAIL BLOCK’S PRODUCTS

The Retail Block’s liabilities increased in 2016 by 43.8 billion rubles from 19.0 billion rubles up 

to 62.8 billion rubles primarily driven by Baltinvestbank’s acquisition by the Bank Group.

The Retail Block increased the amount of commission income by 27% actively developing 

sales of partner products.

The number of depositors at the Bank Group increased in 2016 by 283%. At Absolut Bank (ex-

cluding Baltinvestbank), the number of depositors grew by 42% owing to an active marketing 

policy and modification of the deposit product range.

MORTGAGE

In 2016, mortgage remained a flagship product in retail lending. Over the past 
year, the Bank considerably strengthened its positions in this market segment 
having demonstrated an unprecedented growth in the amount of disbursed 
mortgage loans as compared to 2015. The total volume of disbursed mortgage 
loans increased by 43.0% up to 21.3 billion rubles. That figure is substantially 
above the market that grew by about 27% by year-end. In 2016, Absolut Bank’s 
customers raised 10,500 housing loans versus 7,300 loans in 2015.

 
STATE SUPPORTED MORTGAGE

The mortgage loan portfolio growth in 2016 was mainly driven by mortgage 
program “Primary Housing Market with State Support”. By year-end, the share of 
state supported loans in total disbursements of mortgage loans amounted to 55%, 
or 11.7 billion rubles in absolute terms. Owing to the participation in the program, 
the Bank managed to considerably increase its market share in disbursed loans 
from 1.2% in 2015 up to 1.5% by the end of 2016.

LENDING

Increase in disbursed  
housing loans
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PARTNER PROGRAMS WITH DEVELOPERS

In 2016, Absolut Bank continued developing its own mortgage lending programs and programs in 
partnership with developers. Over 2016, Absolut Bank concluded 165 agreements with construction 
companies for subsidizing interest rates on the Bank’s mortgage programs. In 2016, the amount of 
disbursed loans subsidized by developers exceeded 4.5 billion rubles. The number of accredited 
projects increased more than twice, which significantly expanded the customer service package in the 
new building segment.

 
 
MORTGAGE LOAN DISBURSEMENT THROUGH AGENT BANKS

Absolut Bank continued developing the project for mortgage loan disbursement through agent banks. 
In 2016, Absolut Bank had already 5 banks in its agent network used for selling mortgage loans. Over 
the period of the cooperation, the most efficient agent bank provided loans in the amount of 1.6 billion 
rubles. Loans granted by other agent banks are serviced by Absolut Bank and are on its balance 
sheet. The bank through which an application was accepted and a loan was disbursed receives a fee.

 
 
MORTGAGE LOAN DISBURSEMENT AT BALTINVESTBANK

In 2016, the business process was developed and mortgage loan sales through agents were launched 
at Baltinvestbank according to the standards and from the balance sheet of Absolut Bank.

Retail Business

PARAMETERS OF LOANS EXTENDED  

WITHIN THE GOVERNMENTAL PROGRAM:

average value  
of 1 sq m

average amount  
of disbursed loans

RUB 2 m

RUB 65 th 
of real estate value —
share of borrowers’  
own funds

average area of real 
estate 

50 sq m

36%

average value of real 
estate

RUB 3.2 m
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AUTOMOBILE LENDING

In 2016, automobile lending was relaunched at Baltinvestbank, which enabled the Bank Group to 
increase its competence in one of the most promising business areas. By year-end, disbursed car 
loans amounted to 560 million rubles. The product range encompasses all car loan market segments, 
including the segments of new and used cars. Besides, Baltinvestbank is a participant of the 
governmental program for car market support.

GENERAL-PURPOSE CONSUMER LOANS

General-purpose consumer loans are granted within preliminarily approved offers to current customers 
of the Bank Group and are a key product in terms of cross sales.

16.0 14.9

21.3

Amount of mortgage loans disbursed over the year,  
RUB bn

2014 2015 2016

mount of disbursed mortgage loans

Including within the governmental 

program (effective in 2015–2016)

55%
–7% +43%

Retail Block’s loan portfolio 
RUB bn

2014 2015 2016

Mortgage loans

Car loans

Credit lines

Cash loans

Mortgage loans

Car loans

Credit lines

Cash loans

69.1

58.9
54.9

91%
5% 95%

94%
2%

4%

+7% +17%

Retail Block’s interest income 
RUB bn

2014 2015 2016

8.0

6.6
6.0

87%
8%
4%

92%
4%
3%

5%
2%

92%

+9% +22%
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In 2016, the Bank continued developing its commission products focusing on 
expansion of the offering within partner and insurance programs. At the same 
time, the Bank developed and supported bank commission products, including 
the card business and settlement and cash services. As a result, despite 
a decline in economic activity, the Retail Block maintains a stable level of 
commission income. In 2016, the Bank started to actively upgrade its range of 
plastic cards. In 2017, it will launch a number of card products with options that 
due to their functions and provided opportunities will bring the Bank to a level 
above the market average.

In 2016, Baltinvestbank resumed sales of partner and insurance products and 
began the process of unification of the product ranges with Absolut Bank.

In 2016, the range of insurance and partner commission products for retail 
customers was substantially enlarged owing to the launch of new products and 
services:

• Combined-risk insurance that comprises insurance of property, life, plastic 
cards and trip related risks;

In 2016, the amount of funds of the Bank Group’s retail 
customers increased by 230% from 19.0 up to 62.8 billion 
rubles mainly driven by the acquisition of Baltinvestbank. 
As of December 31, 2016 the balance of retail customers’ 
funds in the acquired bank totaled 28.4 billion rubles.

The amount of fixed-term bank deposits with the Bank 
Group reached 59.3 billion rubles.

In 2016, the Bank Group implemented the following 
projects to actively attract household deposits:

Retail Business

COMMISSION PRODUCTS

SAVINGS PRODUCTS Retail Block’s customer funds 
RUB bn

2014 2015 2016

Deposits

Current accounts

19.017.7
16%

62.8

94%

6%

+7%

+230%

80%
20%

84%

AT ABSOLUT BANK:

• “Spring Hit” deposit launch. Deposits were attracted 
through portal Banki.ru;

• “Orange Summer” promotional deposit launch. Based 
on the results of the promotion campaign, the portfolio 
grew by 38% (5.6 billion rubles);

• Implementation of the promotional interest rate on 
“Absolut Maximum+” deposit. Based on the results of 
the promotion campaign, the portfolio increased by 25% 
(5.3 billion rubles).

AT BALTINVESTBANK:

• “Champion Sprint+” and “Winter Champion” 
promotional deposits launch. The overall amount of 
raised deposits within that promotion campaign totaled 6.3 
billion rubles;

• Active work with depositors, including for deposit 
retention, enabled not only to maintain the portfolio size, 
but to increase it by nearly 18%;

• Efficient marketing promotion of the bank’s deposit 
product range in 2016 helped to attract more than 19,000 
new depositors for a total amount of 10.5 billion rubles.
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• “Turn-key” Service Package involving provision of support to customers in 
registration and receipt of property tax deduction;

• “Legal Support” launched with new partner JSC Insurance Company 
BLAGOSOSTOYANIE comprises not only legal consulting, but also insurance 
coverage for incidental expenses to pay for valuers and experts’ services;

• “Mandatory Pension Insurance” with new partner NPF GAZFOND Pension 
Savings;

• Launch of the online service for purchasing “Property Insurance” policies 
and “Legal Support” service package at Absolut Bank’s website enabled 
to improve the terms of the product and to increase its accessibility for 
customers.

DEVELOPMENT PROSPECTS

The Bank Group’s strategy for 2017 involves further 

development of the retail business that will be promoted, among others, 

through launching new products based on bank cards and investment 

products for wholesale investors and alignment of the product ranges of 

Absolut Bank and Baltinvestbank in the retail segment.

Transactions with credit cards
Other commission income
Insurance
Settlement transactions

38%

29%

21%

12%

Structure of the Retail 
Block’s commission income 
in 2016,  
%

Retail Block’s commission 
income, 
RUB bn

0.196 0.191

0.242

2014 2015 2016

–3% +27%
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A top-priority task of Absolut 

Private Bank in 2016 was development of 

the range of partner investment products 

7 PRIVATE  
BANKING
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KEY ACHIEVEMENTS IN 2016

PRIVATE BANKING

Absolut Private Bank is a business unit established in 2014. Its main task is to de-

velop business with the premium segment of retail customers. 

In 2015, Absolut Private Bank started an intensive regional expansion.

As of the end of 2016, Absolut Private Bank had 12 operating offices.

The key focus of the work in 2016 was active development of the range of investment 

products of Absolut Bank’s partners.

• By the end of 2016, customers’ funds totaled 42.3 billion rubles. The 
Bank preserved the deposit portfolio at the level of 2015. The reduction by 
4.7 billion rubles was due to the negative foreign currency revaluation. 

• High share of retained customers’ funds ~ 85%.

• 97% is the share of fixed-term deposits in the total amount of customers’ 
funds deposited with the Bank.

• In 2016, Absolut Private Bank’s commission income increased by 22% YoY 
up to 78 million rubles

• Sales of investment products in 2016 surpassed the result of the 
previous year 10 times. Customers’ interest to investments in foreign 
currency, including in Eurobonds, considerably grew. 

• A new office for servicing affluent customers was opened: Samara became 
the new region of Absolut Private Bank’s operations.
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billion rubles –
customers’ funds by
year-end 2016

Absolut Private Bank’s
commission income growth
in 2016 

As a result of efficient and successful work, the amount of funds in investment 
products increased 2.3 times.

According to SCAN-Interfax, by year-end 2016 Absolut Private Bank entered 
the TOP-10 of the rating of most mentioned banks in the private and premium 
banking segments.

Absolut Private Bank’s commission
income structure, % 

Transactions with
credit cards

Settlement transactions

Insurance and investment
products

Other commission income

37%

1% 5%3% 3%

38%
2015 201659% 54%
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ABSOLUT PRIVATE BANK’S PRODUCTS

• Improvement of the terms of current fixed-term deposit “Capital Classic”: VIP 
retail customers now can open this deposit in British pounds and Swiss francs 
at an advantageous interest rate.

• Modification of product “Savings Account” – optimization of interest accrual on 
account balance (at a single rate for the entire balance amount), the product 
has become simpler and more understandable to customers.

• In 2016, Absolut Bank started accruing interest on VIP customers’ balances on 
card accounts, which enabled to increase the attractiveness of premium bank 
cards.

• A new investment product – unit investment fund of TKB Investment Partners — 
Hedge Fund with higher profit margins.

• Modification of “Your Home” insurance product of JSC Insurance 
Company Blagosostoyanie: new options were added, including insurance of 
wooden and mixed-type buildings, possibility to insure additional risks “winter 
package” and “liquid spill”.

• New insurance product of partner RGS-Zhizn – investment-linked life insurance 
“Capital Management + Fixed Income” with the basic asset – reliable issuers’ 
Eurobonds and fixed income in foreign currency.

BANK
PRODUCTS

PARTNER 
PRODUCTS

In 2016, development of the premium product range 

was focused on modification of the existing bank and partner 

products, implementation of new partner programs, development 

of the lifestyle area and strengthening the synergy with the 

shareholder’s group of companies (CJSC Management Company 

TRINFICO, JSC Management Company “TRANSFINGROUP”, KIT 

Finance Broker, KIT Finance Europe, and JSC Insurance Company 

BLAGOSOSTOYANIE).
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• New product – “Your Lawyer” package from JSC Insurance Company 
Blagosostoyanie and “Pravocard” – premium legal support program with an 
expanded range of legal services for VIP customers.

• Real estate investment services from new partners Tranio LLC and 
W1Evans: offering residential and commercial real estate in Russia and abroad 
to VIP customers; legal and tax support of real estate transactions; immigration 
law consulting.

• Financial services abroad from new partner Quantum Global: account 
opening and representation of customers’ interests in foreign banks; resolution 
of compliance issues and tax consulting; asset management; securities portfolio 
selection.

• Consulting services from new partner – Group of Companies “Mikhailov 
and Partners”: development and implementation of ownership solutions; tax 
services and financial consulting; inheritance; marriage and family relations; 
emigration solutions; advocacy.

IN 2016, A NEW SYSTEM FOR VIP CUSTOMERS 
SEGMENTATION WAS IMPLEMENTED:

«PROMISING» 

Customers serviced  with deposits to become conforming to the VIP status, as 
well as customers attracted within promotional campaigns

«CORPORATE» 

Executives and top managers of the Bank’s corporate customers 
serviced within payroll programs

«FAMILY CAPITAL»

The overall amount of funds on accounts of a customer 
and his/her family members and close relatives (husband/
wife, parents, children, brothers and sisters) totals at 
least 15 million rubles in Moscow, the Moscow Region 
and Saint Petersburg, and at least 5 million rubles in 
regions (excluding Moscow, the Moscow Region 
and Saint Petersburg).
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ABSOLUT PRIVATE BANK’S COMPETITIVE 
ADVANTAGES

BROAD GEOGRAPHIC  

FOOTPRINT:

• Comfortable servicing at offices located in the 
center of Moscow and Saint Petersburg and in 
more than 10 major Russian cities;

• High-quality servicing by a personal manager.

RELIABILITY:

• Reputation of a stable bank with support of 
the powerful shareholder;

• Stable bank listed among TOP-40 of the 
country’s banks; 

• Positive reputation confirmed by awards and 
ratings. 

PREMIUM PRODUCT RANGE:

• Open architecture principle; 

• Attractive conditions across the product 
range;

• Possibility to provide individual conditions and 
limits;

• Broad capabilities for asset diversification.

66
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GROWTH DRIVERS

DEVELOPMENT PROSPECTS AND PLANS

• Broader geographic footprint;

• Recognition from professional community;

• Change of the thresholds for joining the VIP status: at least 15 million rubles in 
Moscow and Saint Petersburg, and at least 5 million rubles in other regions of 
operations.

• Larger share of investment products in the structure of affluent customers’ assets; 

• Higher service quality through launching new high-tech services and enhancing 
communications with customers;

• Higher comfort level of servicing in offices.

67
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Regional Network

Strengthening of Absolut Bank’s positions in economically 

developed constituents of the Russian Federation was a key task 

consistently performed by the Bank throughout 2016 by building up 

its business volumes in the regions of presence. Higher efficiency of 

the entire regional network of the Bank Group and migration to the 

new distribution model were the top-priority targets.

In 2016, the network of the Bank Group’s members – Absolut Bank and 
Baltinvestbank – was reorganized. As a result, as of December 31, 2016 the 
joint network comprised 77 offices located in 25 constituents of the Russian 
Federation. The networks of Absolut Bank and Baltinvestbank intersect only in 
5 regions – Moscow, Saint Petersburg, Yekaterinburg, Samara and Krasnodar. 
Besides, both banks’ positions are stable enough in those regions. They both 
have broad customer bases and reliable business relations and work according 
to their own business model supplementing each other’s ranges of products.

68

REGIONAL NETWORK

Three strategic tasks related to the regional network development were stipulated 
in 2016:

• Increase of sales through opening new offices and business growth in three 
top priority areas (mortgage lending, corporate business services, and private 
banking);

• Reduction of the network’s expenses through standardization of all processes 
and decrease of administrative load;

• Higher quality of customer services in all offices of the network.

KEY TASKS
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Absolut Bank

Baltinvestbank

Absolut Bank and Baltinvestbank

ABSOLUT BANKAnnual Report
2016

constituents 
of the Russian Federation          

offices

NETWORK OF THE BANK GROUP

COST INCOME RATIO (CIR)

2015 2016

Vyborg

Samara

Saint Petersburg

Murmansk

Onega Arkhangelsk

Severodvinsk

Koryazhma
Kotlas

Velsk
Cherepovets

Vologda
Smolensk

Moscow Nizhny Novgorod

Voronezh

Saratov

Rostov-on-Don

Togliatti

Kazan
Perm

Naberezhnye Chelny

Ufa

Sterlitamak

Magnitogorsk

Yekaterinburg

Chelyabinsk
Tyumen

Omsk

Novosibirsk

Kemerovo

Krasnoyarsk

Krasnodar
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Regional Network

The Bank Group implemented a complex of 
measures in its joint Network aimed to solve key 
tasks, which enabled to considerably improve 
financial performance of the Network. Thus, Absolut 
Bank accomplished a series of business events 
with the participation of corporate customers, 
local authorities and the Bank’s representatives 
and continued regional expansion of Absolut 
Private Bank within private banking development. 
Replication of Absolut Bank’s best practices in 
Baltinvestbank’s offices and implementation of the 
uniform work and personnel management standards 
in the joint Network also substantially enhanced its 
performance.

As a result, the indicators improved in all key 
business areas by the end of the year.

By the end of 2016, the Network’s business volume 

increased by 21%, having reached RUB 190 bn in absolute terms. The 

share of the Network in Absolut Bank’s business amounted to 58%, 

having grown by 8 p.p. over the year.

Moscow Perm Nizhny Novgorod Chelyabinsk Ufa

By the end of the year, most significant improvement in the Network’s 
profit was demonstrated by the following regions:

Network business 
structure and growth,  
RUB bn

Retail business

Private banking

Corporate business

IV кв. 2015 IV кв. 2016

68.8

12.1

75.8

75.6

15.5

99.2

+10%

+28%

+31%

NETWORK BUSINESS VOLUME GROWTH
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REDUCTION OF THE NETWORK’S EXPENSES

In 2016, the Bank continued implementation of 
the large-scale alignment program – integration 
of functions of the sales and customer service 
personnel. The project enabled to considerably 
reduce customer service time and increase the share 
of selling employees in the front office,  

which positively influenced the performance of 
the Network’s divisions. The second important 
area related to performance improvement was 
the development of remote service channels for 
customers, which involves lower customer service 
costs and higher service quality.

HIGHER CUSTOMER SERVICE QUALITY

A whole complex of measures was implemented in 
order to improve the quality and level of services.

• Customer waiting areas were upgraded.

• The project for equipping offices with self-
service kiosks was launched. In 2016, two 
offices were modernized; in 2017, all offices 
of the Bank will be equipped with self-service 
devices.

• The quality approach in mystery shopper’s 
work was changed. The focus was put 
on customer service quality, services and 
comfortable staying in the office. A similar 
project started at Baltinvestbank.

Owing to the fulfillment of the concept for customer 
service quality improvement and the systematic 
approach to measures for implementation of best 
practices and service standards, the assessment 
earned in the course of substantially increased 
from 78% (as of the beginning of the year) up to 
91.7% (as of December 2016). Baltinvestbank also 
demonstrated growth: 62.02% in February 2016 

the service quality check performed by a mystery 
shopper at Absolut Bank’s offices versus 84.1% in 
December 2016.   

Cost-to-Income Ratio (CIR) — the ratio of operating expenses to operating 

income – reduced across Absolut Bank’s Network by 3 p.p. down to 44%.

Most significant CIR decrease by over 10 p.p. was evidenced in the follow-

ing cities: Tyumen – 67%, Chelyabinsk — 62%, Ufa — 60%.

CIR below 50% was demonstrated in the following cities: Samara — 24%, 

Saint Petersburg — 35%, Moscow — 38%.

78.0%

91.7%

62.02%

Shift of mystery shopper’s assessment 
during 2016,  
%

Absolut Bank Baltinvestbank

Q1 2016 Q4 2016

84.1%
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5 RISK  
MANAGEMENT

Absolut Bank uses a multi-level 

risk management system meeting both 

the requirements of the Central Bank of 

the Russian Federation and the relevant 

international standards
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RISK  
MANAGEMENT

Balanced risk management is a top priority for 

the Bank Group. The Group, whose main organization is 

Absolut Bank, uses a multi-level risk management system 

meeting both the requirements of the Central Bank of 

the Russian Federation and the relevant international 

standards. Risk and capital management is performed by 

identifying, evaluating and monitoring risks, as well as by 

establishing risk limits and other internal control measures.

Within risk and capital management, the Bank Group performs the 
following functions:

1. Identifies, evaluates and aggregates risks essential for the Bank 
Group, as well as controls their volumes.

2. Assesses adequacy of capital available to the Bank Group for 
covering its inherent risks, as well as potential risks that are accepted 
due to implementation of measures stipulated by the Development 
Strategy.

3. Plans capital based on results of comprehensive risk assessment, 
stress testing, business development targets set by the Development 
Strategy, and the capital adequacy standards established by the Bank 
of Russia.

Risk Management
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The Bank Group’s risks are managed at the level 
of its members. The risk management system 
at Absolut Bank and Baltinvestbank includes 
functioning of several collective bodies and a 
range of control functions. 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

The Board of Directors is responsible for the 
general approach to risk management, as well as 
for approval of the risk management strategy and 
principles. 

MANAGEMENT BOARD

The Management Board is responsible for control 
over the risk management process in each bank 
of the Group. 

RISK COMMITTEES

The Bank’s Committees are jointly responsible for 
the risk management strategy development and 
risk policy implementation.

Absolut Bank has the following Risk 
Committees:

• General Credit Committee;

• Small Credit Committee;

• Retail Business Lending Committee;

• Financial Committee;

• Overdue Debt Management Committee.

Baltinvestbank has the following Risk 
Committees:

• Credit Committee;

• Small Credit Committee for Corporate 
Business;

• Small Credit Committee for Retail Products;

• NPL Management Committee;

• Financial Committee.

The risk management process concerns every employee of the Bank Group. A 
decision on conducting any transaction shall be made only upon comprehensive 
analysis of risks arising as a result of such transaction. Employees of the Bank 
Group conducting risk-exposed transactions are aware of the risk related to 
transactions and perform identification, analysis and evaluation of risks before 
conducting any transaction. The Bank Group has the regulations governing the 
procedure for carrying out risk-exposed transactions.

RISK AWARENESS

RISK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

MAIN PRINCIPLES OF THE BANK GROUP’S RISK MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM
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The management and collective bodies of the Bank Group regularly obtain 
information about the level of accepted risks and facts of violation of the 
established risk management procedures, limits and restrictions.

RISK LEVEL  
CONTROL

STRATEGIC  
LEVEL

TACTICAL  
LEVEL

OPERATIONAL  
LEVEL

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM IN EACH OF THE GROUP’S BANKS 
COMPRISES THE FOLLOWING LEVELS:

The risk management strategy is stipulated  
by the Bank’s Board of Directors.

Tactical management of risks is performed 
by the Bank’s management bodies and 
collective working bodies (the Management 
Board, the Bank’s Committees).

Operational risk management 
is carried out within their 
respective competences by 
the Risks Block and other 
services of the Bank whose 
actions can limit and / or 
exclude risks accepted by the 
Bank and its internal structural 
units.

Organizational structure of risk management is a centralized hierarchical system 
involving risk management by certain risk types. 

RISK MANAGEMENT  
SYSTEM

1

2

3

Risk Management

The Bank Group has the management structures that have no conflict of 
interests: divisions and employees responsible for conducting risk-exposed 
transactions, accounting of such transactions, risk management and control are 
divided at the level of the organizational structure.

SEPARATION  
OF POWERS
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Ensuring independence of the dedicated divisions responsible for risk evaluation 
and analysis from the divisions conducting risk-exposed transactions / deals. 
Inclusion of the risks function into the decision making process at all levels, 
engagement of the risks function both into the high-level process of making 
strategic decisions and into the operational risk management. Representatives 
of the Risks Block are included into the collective bodies of the Group’s banks 
on a mandatory basis.

The risk management process is built on application of modern information 
technologies. The Bank Group uses information systems enabling timely risk 
identification, analysis, evaluation, management and control.

The Banks continuously enhance all elements of risk management, including 
the information systems, procedures and methods with the consideration  of 
strategic tasks, changes in the external environment, and innovations in the 
international risk management practice.

ENSURING  
INDEPENDENCE  
OF THE RISKS FUNCTION

USE OF INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGIES

CONTINUOUS 
IMPROVEMENT OF RISK 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Organizational structure of risk management is 

a centralized hierarchical system involving risk management 

by certain risk types.
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Compliance with the legislation is controlled by a number of divisions involved 
in the process. Besides, there is comprehensive control of identification, 
assessment and analysis of risks associated with the following areas:

• Anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing;

• Protection of investors’ rights and interests, i.e. market abuse (insider trading 
and market manipulation), transactions with financial instruments, including 
transactions settled by individual investors, as well as incompatibility of 
powers, conflicts of interests and protection of borrowers’ interests;

• Protection of data, including personal data, banking secrecy, confidentiality 
obligation, etc.;

• Professional ethics and combating frauds.

Risks are evaluated based on the statistical models using values of probabilities 
inferred from past experience and adjusted for economic conditions. That 
method reflects expected and contingent losses. The Group also simulates 
scenarios of crisis situations – stress tests.

Risk monitoring and control are based on the established limits. The limits 
convey the business strategy and market environment where the Bank Group is 
doing business, as well as the level of risks acceptable for the Group.

The Bank Group determines risk appetite in order to ensure its sustainable and 
continuous operation in the long run, including stress situations. 

Risk appetite is defined at two levels:

• Risk appetite of the first level is determined in general: this is the size of the 
risk that Bank is ready to accept within the ICAEP implementation.

• Risk appetite of the second level is determined by each significant type of 
risks.

The system of internal limits characterizes the level of risks acceptable for the 
Bank. The Bank establishes top-level limits for significant risks.

CONTROL OVER
STATUTORY COMPLIANCE

RISK EVALUATION

RISK MONITORING AND 
CONTROL

INTERNAL CAPITAL 
ADEQUACY EVALUATION 
PROCEDURES (ICAEP)

Risk Management
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Within the risk management, the Bank Group uses derivatives and other 
instruments to manage positions resulting from changes in interest rates and 
foreign exchange rates.

The Bank Group actively uses collateral to mitigate its credit risk.

Excessive risk concentrations can emerge when a number of counterparties 
perform similar activities or when counterparties feature similar economic 
characteristics having a similar impact on those counterparties’ ability to 
fulfill contractual obligations as a result of changes in economic, political and 
other conditions. Risk concentrations reflect a relative sensitivity of the Bank’s 
performance to changes in the conditions affecting a certain industry or 
geographical region.

To avoid excessive risk concentrations, the policy and procedures of the Bank 
Group comprise special principles aimed at portfolio diversification.

RISK MITIGATION

EXCESSIVE RISK 
CONCENTRATIONS

CREDIT RISK

Credit risk is associated with probability of financial 

losses for the Bank Group due to a counterparty’s failure to fulfill its 

contractual financial obligations.

The Credit Committees establish individual credit 
limits (for a borrower or a group of borrowers). 
Besides, employees can have personal powers to 
stipulate credit risk limits for individuals delegated 
by the Retail Business Lending Committee.

Decisions on establishing credit risk limits for 
legal entities are made based on analysis of 
financial and non-financial information about the 
borrower’s business. When individuals’ financial 
standing is analyzed, a particular focus is put on 
confirmation of income declared by a borrower 
and actual existence of assets owned by a 
borrower.

The main task of that analysis is to determine 
loan repayment possibilities and sources. 
All information about decline in customers’ 
creditworthiness is promptly submitted to the 
management.

Credit risk monitoring involves control of 
all conditions defined in the course of limit 
establishment, including intended use of a loan, 
turnovers on accounts, loan portfolio, financial 
standing, performance, etc.

Corporate borrowers’ monitoring is performed 
on a quarterly basis, while individual borrowers’ 
standing is analyzed annually.
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The Bank Group accepts the following assets 
as collateral: residential and non-residential 
facilities, land, facilities under construction, 
production and shop equipment, vehicles and 
process equipment, goods (finished products), 
raw materials, inventories, securities, and 
other assets. Guarantees of business owners, 
or income-generating companies, or 
holding companies are accepted as additional 
loan collateral. The Bank Group generally uses 

a combination of various types of collateral. 
Pledged real estate exposed to the risk of loss 
or damage is insured by one of accredited 
insurance companies.

Loans are granted in compliance with the 
provisions and principles of the Credit Policy. The 
loan granting process is a list of strictly regulated 
actions stipulating the procedure of work with a 
borrower.

CREDIT QUALITY BY TYPES OF FINANCIAL ASSETS

The Bank Group assesses credit quality of debt 
securities’ issuers and counterparties in financial 
market operations based on analysis of financial 
reporting of companies (groups of companies), 
taking into account, among others, international 
credit ratings.

For limiting credit risk, the Group applies a system 
of limits enabling to control credit risk per issuer 
/ counterparty, as well as per groups of related 
issuers / counterparties.

In addition to the above limits, the Group 
establishes portfolio limits for investments in 
third-party issuers’ securities and financial market 
operations.

To manage the quality of loans granted to 
customers, the Bank Group uses credit 
ratings established in accordance with the internal 

model of default probability (DP).

DP is a probability of a counterparty’s default 
during a certain period of time. In the practice of 
the Bank Group, PD is determined for a period 
of one year. PD rating is an indicator taking 
values from 1 to 12. A category is assigned to 
each counterparty for whom default probability 
was calculated according to the special scale. 
Assigned ratings are regularly assessed and 
reviewed.

Absolut Bank also has a model to define 
expected losses in case of a customer’s default 
(LGD) based on evaluation of risks of a customer 
and collateral for a transaction that enables to 
determine loss given default.

INDIVIDUALLY ASSESSED PROVISIONS

The Bank Group determines provisions needed 
for each individually important loan on an 
individual basis. When calculating the amount of 
provisions, the following is taken into account;

• sustainability of a counterparty’s business 
plan;

• a counterparty’s ability to improve 
performance in case of financial difficulties;

• anticipated receivables and expected 
dividend payouts in case of bankruptcy;

• possibility to attract financial aid;

• cost of collateral sale;

• periods of expected cash flows.

Impairment losses are assessed as per each 
reporting date or more frequently if unforeseen 
circumstances require a closer attention.

Risk Management
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Sectoral structure of the corporate loan 
portfolio,
%

Construction

Trade

Oil, gas and other fuels

Finance and insurance

Commercial real estate

Automated equipment

Aviation

Drinks

Metals

Services

Food manufacturers

Agriculture, farming and fishing

Machinery and heavy 

equipment

Telecommunication

Paper and cellulose

Hotels and restaurants

PROVISIONS ASSESSED ON 

PORTFOLIO BASIS

Provisions for impairment of loans that are not individually 
significant, as well as provisions for individually 
significant loans having no objective signs of individual 
impairment are assessed on a portfolio basis. Provisions 
are assessed as per each reporting date, while each 
loan portfolio is tested separately. When provisions are 
assessed on a portfolio basis, portfolio impairment is 
also determined in scenario with no objective signs of 
individual impairment. Impairment losses are assessed 
based on the following information:

• historical losses related to the portfolio;

• current economic situation;

• approximate period of time from the moment of 
probable loss and the moment of finding out that it 
requires creation of individually assessed impairment 
provisions.

Despite negative economic trends, sanctions imposed 
by a number of countries that exacerbated the negative 
situation in the economy in general and affected the Bank 
Group’s portfolio, the Group’s loan portfolio demonstrated 
resistance to the above consequences in 2016. It was 
achieved through moderate sectoral diversification of the 
portfolio.

Retail loan portfolio structure,
%

Mortgage loans

Car loans

Consumer loans

91%

4%

5%

20%

16%

15%
15%

11%

2%

4%

1%
2%

3%

3%
1% 3%

1%1%1%
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LIQUIDITY RISK AND MANAGEMENT  
OF FINANCING SOURCES

Liquidity risk is a risk associated with potential non 

fulfillment or delayed fulfillment by the Bank Group of its obligations

To limit liquidity risk, the Bank Group maintains 
a sustainable financing base comprising legal 
entities deposits,  individuals deposits and debt 
securities.

The group makes investments in diversified 
portfolios of liquid assets in order to be able 
to promptly and seamlessly fulfill unexpected 
liquidity support requirements.

Assets are managed with account of data of daily 
monitoring of future cash flows. That process 
includes evaluation of expected cash flows and 
liquid assets, including high quality collateral 

that may be used to obtain additional financing 
if needed. Given operational liquidity needs, the 
liquidity target includes two components: cash 
and cash equivalents, as well as bonds of highly 
reliable issuers that, in case of need, may be 
used as collateral on transactions with the Bank 
of Russia or sold within a shortest possible time 
with minimal discounts. 

Liquidity risk is managed in compliance with 
the requirements of the regulations of the Bank 
of Russia and the Bank’s internal regulations, 
including, among others, stress testing of liquidity 
risk.

Liabilities of the Bank,
RUB bn

Other banks’ funds and other liabilities

Debt securities issued

Customers’ funds

Equity capital

Risk Management

2015 20162014

24%

240

9%

56%

11%

291

26%

6%

59%

8%

301

23%

7%

61%

9%
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Absolut Bank complies with all mandatory ratios established by the Central Bank of the Russian 
Federation maintaining them at a stably high level.

immediate liquidity ratio

maximum exposure to
major loans

current liquidity ratio

Equity (capital) utilization ratio to acquire shares (stakes) in other 
legal entities

long-term liquidity ratio

N2

N7

N3

N12

N4

(minimum 15%)

(maximum 800%)

(minimum 50%)

(maximum 25%)

(minimum 120%)

MARKET RISK

Market risk is a risk that fair value of future cash flows 

for financial instruments will change due to fluctuations in market 

parameters, such as interest rates, foreign exchange rates, and 

market prices for financial instruments themselves.

Within the risk management, the Bank Group 
divides its market risk into trading portfolio 
risk and bank (non-trading) portfolio risk in 
compliance with the generally accepted global 
practice.

The trading portfolio includes the Bank Group’s 
financial instruments that are deliberately retained 
for prompt resale and/or were purchased for 
deriving profit in short-term outlook from actual 
and/or expected differences between their 
purchase and selling prices.
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The banking portfolio includes all assets and 
liabilities, except assets and liabilities within the 
trading portfolio, financial assets and financial 
liabilities, as well as contractual and contingent 
financial liabilities.

Market risk on trading and banking positions is 
managed and controlled through establishing 
relevant restrictions (limits), as well as using the 
sensitivity analysis. 

Limits for the accepted risk level are set by the 
competent collective bodies according to their 

competence. The Bank Group applies sensitivity 
analysis to assess both exposures to market risk 
and potential economic losses.

To manage price risk, interest rate risk and 
exchange risk, the Bank Group assesses 
sensitivity of the portfolio of similar financial 
instruments to reasonably possible changes in 
market indices and interest rates.

OPERATIONAL RISK

Operational risk is a risk of losses due to unreliability / 

defects of internal procedures (including due to malpractice of the 

staff), failure of IT and other systems resulting from external events

For the purposes of operational risk management, the Bank Group considers losses due to legal risk 
realization, as well as losses due to occurrence of regulatory (compliance) and reputational risks 
induced by events related to operational risk.

The Bank Group developed a three-level ORMS 
in accordance with the efficient operational risks 
management principles based on three protection 
lines:

1. Line management and local operational 
risk managers are specially trained 
employees also performing operational 
functions.

2. Independent division responsible for 
operational risks management (Operational 
Risks and Methodology Department at  

Absolut Bank and Methodology and Risk 
Analysis Department at Baltinvestbank).

3. Internal Audit Service is the unit responsible 
for the independent analysis function.

The main principle of operational risk 
management implies that ultimate responsibility 
for operational risk management is borne by the 
line management supported by local operational 
risk managers.

OPERATIONAL RISKS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (ORMS)

Risk Management
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Operational risks management is controlled 
by the Deputy Chairman of the Management 
Board supervising the Risks Block, the Bank’s 
Management Board, as well as the Audit, Risks 
and Compliance Committee.

Risk mitigation measures are developed 
and approved both at the level of the line 
management (locally) and at the level of the 
collective executive bodies, depending on the 
level of relevant risk and its consequences.

Operational risk for RAS reporting purposes is 
calculated in compliance with the requirements of 
Regulation of the Bank of Russia No. 346-P dated 
November 3, 2009 “On the procedure for operational 
risk calculation”.

Operational risk for IFRS reporting purposes is 
calculated according to the Basel II Standardized 
Approach.

The process is performed in compliance with the Basel II classification. 
Information on actual losses: beginning from 2009, information on all losses 
caused by operational risk occurrence in excess of EUR 1,000 (beginning from 
2014 — over EUR 5,000) — is stored in a centralized database and submitted to 
the Management Board on a quarterly basis.

The main process is intended to identify and evaluate all inherent risks before 
launching a new product. A new product / changes in essential conditions of an 
existing product are approved given identified risks.

KRIs comprise selected parameters defined for choosing business processes or 
areas that presumably indicate operational risk changes or adequacy of existing 
control tools. In 2016, the Information Safety Service, the Information Technology 
Department, the HR Department and the Banking Department calculated KRI for 
their respective processes in Absolut Bank.

The main process is intended to identify and evaluate all inherent risks before 
launching a new product. A new product / changes in essential conditions of an 
existing product are approved given identified risks.

LOSS DATA COLLECTION 
PROCESS

PROCEDURE FOR INHERENT 
RISKS ANALYSIS WHEN 
DEVELOPING NEW 
PRODUCTS OR SERVICES

KEY RISK INDICATORS  
(KRI)

INCIDENT  
MANAGEMENT

THE BANK’S ORMS CONSISTS OF A RANGE OF ELEMENTS, THE KEY ONES OF WHICH ARE:
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HUMAN RESOURCE 
MANAGEMENT

Absolut Bank traditionally puts a particular 

focus on issues related to staff recruitment, adaptation, 

development and motivation and strictly complies with 

all labor legislation and occupational safety requirements. 

The same fundamental principles and approaches are 

communicated to Baltinvestbank that became a member 

of the Bank Group.

The Human Resources Department’s task is to recruit, train and 
retain the team of employees focused on efficient collaboration and 
achievement of high results.

The Human Resources Department focuses on developing 
competences of specialists of various levels in all regions of the banks’ 
operations, motivation for fulfillment of the tasks set to them through 
building efficient management channels, trainings and workshops, 
enhancement of the staff assessment and incentive system.

Establishment of long-term relations based on the principles of mutual 
responsibility, trust and respect is an essential element of the Bank 
Group’s strategy.

In 2016, Absolut Bank and Baltinvestbank being members of the single 
group have a well-balanced team of personnel where young employees 
work together with senior colleagues. 40% (1,208 persons) of the 
employees working in the banks of the group have an experience 
of more than 5 years. They possess unique expertise in the market, 
preserve the traditions and communicate the best corporate culture 
practices.

At the same time, Absolut Bank and Baltinvestbank actively engage 
specialists in the market who instill new knowledge and skills, work 
practices and methods.

Human Resource Management
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PORTRAIT OF THE BANK 
GROUP’S EMPLOYEE

Top priority of the staff policy — unified 

principles of the staff policy in both banks

• recruitment of qualified personnel to the Bank Group for implementation of strategic goals and 
objectives, formation of the single team of professionals

• creation of conditions for enhancing customer service efficiency and quality

• motivation and organization of professional training for the staff to fulfill urgent and long-term tasks

• development of the single corporate culture aimed to achieve best possible results in all divisions of 
the Banks

• development and maintenance of the staff loyalty in the longer term

of employees have higher 
education and regularly  
take additional trainings

of the staff  
(1,208 employees) 
work in the Bank  
Group for over 5 years

of the staff  
(1,405 employees)  
work in the Bank  
Group for less  
than 3 years

employees’ average 
age
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Baltinvestbank formed a team of professionals 
capable to perform ambitious tasks in the area 
of human resource management. In 2016, the 
Bank carried out active work to create a single 
environment of business processes and HR 
procedures, launched  the project  of building  a 
joint information realm: the internal portal for the 
Bank Group is under development.

“CAREER LADDER FOR THE 

NETWORK DIVISIONS”

The project was implemented in Absolut Bank; its 
launch in Baltinvestbank was scheduled for 2017. 
The Network created the system for assessment 
of the staff of the network offices comprising 
such factors as efficiency, knowledge level and 
competence development.

Decisions on employees’ career moves / salary 
changes are made based on the assessment. 
That project helps in promoting most efficient 
employees of the Network and retention of 
professionals. Positive changes caused by 
the launch of the Career Ladder project were 
noted by over 25% of the Network’s employees. 
The project helps in promoting most efficient 
employees of the Network and retention of 
professionals.

TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT  

OF ABSOLUT BANK’S STAFF

New projects were launched:

• “Adaptation Workshop” where new 
employees obtain detailed information about 
the Bank, its mission, values and prospects; 

• “ABC Book for Executives” enables 
middle and top managers to improve their 
management skills;

• “Matrix” project aims to form a talent pool 
and develop interfunctional interaction.

FOCUS ON FAMILY VALUES

Absolut Bank puts a great focus on family 
values.

In 2016, “Absolut’s Excellent Pupil” project 
aimed to encourage children who get excellent 
marks in school was first launched; corporate 
family excursions were organized. The project 
dedicated to the Year of Ecology turned out to 
be especially appealing: paintings of employees’ 
children associated with the environment were 
used to make the 2017 corporate calendar.

PROMOTING RECRUITMENT 

EFFICIENCY

Recruiting of employees for mass jobs is carried 
out using the assessment center’s technology 
enabling to save resources in the course of 
selection and to find most appropriate candidates 
in short periods. Within the promotion of young 
specialists’ loyalty to the employer, as well as the 
development of Absolut Bank’s brand, the Bank 
established the relations with higher education 
institutions both in Moscow and in the regions in 
order to engage students in seasonal practical 
trainings in the Bank’s divisions.

KEY HR PROJECTS IN 2016

            employees            employees
are the Bank Group’s staff, 67% are Absolut Bank’s 
employees

Human Resource Management

of the Bank Group work in the regional 
network
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INFORMATION  
TECHNOLOGIES

The Bank Group’s operation strategy focuses on combining 

a high quality of customer service and mitigation of operational 

risks. Maximum efficiency is achieved through continuous process 

automation and improvement, development of advanced digital 

technologies and remote service channels. 

The Bank Group has a centralized IT 
infrastructure with two completely independent 
data processing centers of the banks: Absolut 
Bank’s data processing center is located in 
Moscow, Baltinvestbank’s data center is in Saint 
Petersburg.  IT support is provided 24/7 on a 
centralized basis. 

The IT service has a transparent organizational 
structure.

The year 2016 was dedicated to further 
enhancement and development of the product 
range, IT systems and rendered services. 

Increased the number of 
transactions via Absolut Online 
and Absolut Mobile
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Ключевые показатели

REMOTE SERVICE CHANNELS

The Bank Group is actively developing remote service channels enabling to transfer a part of 
operations into electronic format and boost sales of partner banking products.

In 2016, several projects for developing digital business based on remote banking channels were 
implemented:

• New version of Internet bank system “Absolut Online” for retail customers was launched.

• Absolut Bank launched its first mobile application “Absolut Mobile” for retail customers.

Absolut Bank uses its in-house automated banking system to automate a broad range of customer 
and internal operations combined with best standard solutions for certain business processes (remote 
banking system, loan processing system, risk management). The Bank applies the centralized system 
for processing transactions on Absolut Bank’s cards through the in-house processing center in 
Moscow.

Baltinvestbank uses an automated banking system from leading developer CJSC Center of Financial 
Technologies that automates a broad range of customer and internal operations combined with best 
standard solutions for certain business processes (remote banking system, loan processing system).

 
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS IN 2016 

ABSOLUT BANK:

• Completed the second stage of the project for implementation of the Single Data Storage (SDS).

• Implemented the electronic document management system.

• Improved a number of processing services, launched instant issue cards.

• Enhanced services provided to retail customers through the remote banking system.

• Launched the project for building IT architecture and support of IT services unified with 
Baltinvestbank. 

BALTINVESTBANK:

• Accomplished the first stage of the electronic document storage project.

• Completed the project for centralization of IT systems support.

• Upgraded the remote banking system for retail customers.

• Launched the project to implement a new remote banking system for corporate customers.

Information Technologies
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• Functional capabilities of the Internet bank and Mobile Bank were expanded:

 – they now allow remote registration (it is not needed to apply to a branch of the Bank for a login 
and a password);

 – they now allow operations with other banks’ cards (account replenishment from other banks’ 
cards / card to card transfers);

 – they provide a full set of functions for deposit operations (opening / closing / replenishment / 
withdrawal).

 – they include a new type of transfer within the Bank: based on the telephone number, etc.

Upward trend in the number of Absolut Online and Absolut Mobile users in 2016

january february march april may june july august september october november december

58,442 59,741
60,818

62,084
63,343

65,551
67,638

69,974

72,592

76,206
79,346

82,625

Number of operations performed monthly in Absolut Online and Absolut Mobile in 2016

18,127

26,996
29,520 30,118 29,108

30,612 31,105
33,964

35,196
38,264 37,116

46,124

According to the results of the research by Markswebb Rank 

& Report, Absolut Mobile became the 15th on iPhone and the 12th on 

Android (out of 97 applications within the research).

january february march april may june july august september october november december
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612

969

741

965

791
901

976 995

1,565

1,232 1,271

1,847

Amount of operations performed monthly in Absolut Online and Absolut Mobile in 2016 
RUB mln

NEW SERVICE ABSOLUT.MARKET

Absolut Bank launched new service Absolut.Market enabling all visitors of the Bank’s website 
absolutbank.ru to transfer funds, pay for services of over 1,500 suppliers, and repay loans disbursed 
by other banks without registration. Besides, Absolut. Market allows to use cards based on payment 
systems VISA and MasterCard issued not only by Absolut Bank, but also by any other bank. Thus, the 
service is available absolutely to all website visitors.

Another advantage of the Absolut.Market service is the possibility to choose and purchase online the 
Bank’s joint partner products: legal support services, insurance programs, and a number of others.

A user may also register, create a user account on Absolut.Market and authorize through the mobile 
telephone number. In this case, the service will store the entire history of operations and selected 
payments. The service also enables card binding: if a user once enters the number of any bank’s card 
in user account, he/she will not be required to enter bank details any more.

The new service supplements classic Internet-bank for retail 

customers Absolut Online and enables any website visitor who is not 

yet a customer of Absolut Bank to perform simple bank operations.

Information Technologies

january february march april may june july august september october november december

http://absolutbank.ru
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SUMMARY CONSOLIDATED 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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Summary Consolidated Financial Statements
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SUMMARY CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT  
OF FINANCIAL POSITION AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2016
(Millions of Russian rubles)

31 December 
2016

31 December 
2015

Assets

Cash and cash equivalents 17,522 52,357

Mandatory cash balances with the Central Bank of Russia 2,957 1,210

Trading securities 452 1,948

Trading securities pledged under repurchase agreements – 2,546

Reverse repurchase agreements 1,260 6,046

Due from other banks 322 4,374

Loans to customers 174,686 158,218

Investment securities available-for-sale 41,740 18,619

Investment securities available-for-sale pledged under repurchase agreements 40,337 16,987

Investment securities held-to-maturity – 1,770

Investment securities held-to-maturity pledged under repurchase agreements – 8,696

Investment property 9,213 12,748

Property and equipment 2,544 2,220

Intangible assets 564 512

Deferred income tax asset 1,124 516

Other financial assets 5,310 1,261

Other assets 2,920 1,288

Total assets 300,951 291,316

 

Liabilities 

Due to other banks 36,918 64,094

Customer accounts 204,104 172,928

Debt securities issued 28,598 28,208

Other financial liabilities 519 509

Other liabilities 3,751 1,253

Total liabilities 273,890 266,992
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31 December 
2016

31 December 
2015

Equity

Share capital 4,796 3,585

Share premium 20,697 16,908

Retained earnings 527 3,494

Revaluation surplus of investment securities available-for-sale 1,040 335

Total equity attributable to shareholders of the Group 27,060 24,322

Non-controlling interests 1 2

Total equity 27,061 24,324

Total equity and liabilities 300,951 291,316

Approved for issue and signed on behalf of the Management Board on 29 March 2017.

Summary Consolidated Financial Statements
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SUMMARY CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF PROFIT OR LOSS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2016 
(Millions of Russian rubles)

2016 2015

Interest income 31,367 27,736

Interest expense (21,413) (21,147)

Net interest income 9,954 6,589

Allowance for loan impairment (5,043) (8,121)

Net interest income/(expense) after allowance for loan impairment 4,911 (1,532)

Fee and commission income 1,867 1,563

Fee and commission expense (557) (556)

Net gains from operations with securities 759 846

Net (losses)/gains from operations with derivatives (2,687) 1,008

Net (losses)/gains from trading in foreign currencies (1,931) 297

Net foreign exchange translation differences 2,893 (1,095)

Net other (expenses)/income (1,349) 992

Gain/(loss) on acquisition/disposal of subsidiaries 809 (77)

Non-interest income (196) 2,978

 

Personnel expenses (3,935) (3,125)

Administrative and other operating expenses (3,170) (2,581)

Accrual of provision for losses from credit related commitments (4) (258)

Other impairment and provisions (173) –

Non-interest expense (7,282) (5,964)

Loss before income tax expense (2,567) (4,518)

Income tax expense (400) (412)

Loss for the year (2,967) (4,930)

Approved for issue and signed on behalf of the Management Board on 29 March 2017.
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SUMMARY CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE 
INCOME FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2016  
(Millions of Russian rubles)

2016 2015 

Loss for the year (2,967) (4,930)

Other comprehensive income

Other comprehensive income to be reclassified to profit or loss in subsequent periods

Net change of the fair value of investment securities available-for-sale 1,586 1,350

Net change of the fair value of investment securities available-for-sale reclassified to profit or loss (740) (600)

Income tax effect (141) (125)

Net other comprehensive income to be reclassified to profit or loss in subsequent periods 705 625

Total comprehensive expense for the year (2,262) (4,305)

Approved for issue and signed on behalf of the Management Board on 29 March 2017.

Summary Consolidated Financial Statements
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SUMMARY CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CHANGES  
IN EQUITY FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2016 
(Millions of Russian rubles)

Share  
capital

Share  
premium

Retained 
earnings/ 

(loss)

Revaluation 
surplus/ (deficit) 

of investment 
securities 
available- 

for-sale

Total equity 
attributable to 

shareholders of 
the Group

Non-
controlling 

interests
Total  

equity

As at 31 December 2014 3,152 14,341 8,424 (290) 25,627 – 25,627

Issue of share capital 433 2,567 – – 3,000 – 3,000

Sale of a non-controlling 
interest

– – – – – 2 2

Total comprehensive 
expense for the year

– – (4,930) 625 (4,305) – (4,305)

As at 31 December 2015 3,585 16,908 3,494 335 24,322 2 24,324

 

Issue of share capital 1,211 3,789 – – 5,000 – 5,000

Purchase of the non-
controlling interest

– – – – – (1) (1)

Total comprehensive 
expense for the year

– – (2,967) 705 (2,262) – (2,262)

As at 31 December 2016 4,796 20,697 527 1,040 27,060 1 27,061

Approved for issue and signed on behalf of the Management Board on 29 March 2017.
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Summary Consolidated Financial Statements

2016 2015  

Cash flows from operating activities

Interest received 29,942 25,474

Interest paid (22,062) (22,614)

Fees and commissions received 1,867 1,563

Fees and commissions paid (557) (556)

Income received from operations with securities 38 188

(Expenses)/income from operations with derivatives (2,891) 977

(Expenses)/income from operations in foreign currencies (1,930) 314

Other operating (expenses) incurred/operating income received (821) 559

Personnel expenses paid (3,806) (3,462)

Other operating expenses paid (2,417) (1,764)

Income tax paid (400) (412)

Cash flows from operating activities before changes in operating assets and liabilities (3,037) 267

 

Net (increase)/decrease in operating assets 

Mandatory cash balances with the Central Bank of Russia (756) 206

Trading securities 3,958 (336)

Reverse repurchase agreements 4,786 (2,077)

Due from other banks (296) (11,673)

Loans to customers (2,750) (17,303)

Other financial assets 631 (108)

Other assets (884) 78

SUMMARY CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2016 
(Millions of Russian rubles)
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2016 2015  

Net (increase)/decrease in operating assets 

Mandatory cash balances with the Central Bank of Russia (30,359) 13,203

Trading securities 8,876 36,147

Reverse repurchase agreements (2,436) 116

Due from other banks (705) (81)

Loans to customers 592 (229)

Other financial assets (22,380) 18,210

 

Cash flows from investing activities

Purchase of investment securities available-for-sale (35,057) (31,385)

Purchase of intangible assets (63) (183)

Purchase of property and equipment (271) (140)

Purchase of investment properties (1,911) (4,173)

Acquisition of associates – (12)

Proceeds from sale and redemption of investment securities available-for-sale 9,870 30,366

Purchase of investment securities held-to-maturity (4,774) –

Proceeds from sale of investment properties 5,577 –

Proceeds from sale of intangible assets 6 –

Proceeds from sale of non-controlling interests (1) 2

Proceeds from sale of property and equipment 10 1,699

Net cash used in investing activities (26,614) (3,826)
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Summary Consolidated Financial Statements

2016 2015  

Cash flows from financing activities

Issue of bonds 7,545 7,219

Repayment of bonds (1,139) (7,488)

Proceeds from issue of share capital 5,000 3,000

Net cash from financing activities 11,406 2,731

 

Net cash inflow on merger 3,217 –

Effect of exchange rate changes on cash and cash equivalents (464) 4,336

Net (decrease)/increase in cash and cash equivalents (34,835) 21,451

Cash and cash equivalents, beginning 52,357 30,906

Cash and cash equivalents, ending 17,522 52,357

Approved for issue and signed on behalf of the Management Board on 29 March 2017.



NOTE 1

BASIS FOR PREPARATION

These summary consolidated financial statements are extracted from the full set of the Group’s 
consolidated financial statements prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting 
Standards (IFRS) as at 31 December 2016 and for the year then ended. The summary consolidated 
financial statements comprise the summary consolidated statement of financial position as at 31 
December 2016, the summary consolidated statement of profit or loss, summary consolidated 
statement of comprehensive income, summary consolidated statement of changes in equity and 
summary consolidated statement of cash flows for the year then ended in the form in which they were 
insluded in the consolidated financial statements.

The summary consolidated financial statements do not contain all the explanatory information 
disclosed in the consolidated financial statements, namely summary of accounting policies and other 
explanatory information, which disclosure is required by IFRS. A copy of the audited consolidated 
financial statements on the basis of which these summary consolidated financial statements were 
prepared can be received upon written request to Absolut Bank (PAO): Tsvetnoy boulevard 18, 
Moscow, 127051, Russian Federation.
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CONTACTS

REGISTERED AND POSTAL ADDRESS:

RUSSIA, 127051, MOSCOW, 18 TSVETNOY BOULEVARD

 

TELEPHONES:

+7 (495) 777-71-71

+7 (800) 200-200-5 (FREE CALLS FROM RUSSIA)

 

TELEFAX: 

+7 (495) 777-71-60

 

E-MAIL: 

INFO@ABSOLUTBANK.RU

 

WEBSITE: 

WWW.ABSOLUTBANK.COM

Contacts




